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INTRODUCTION 

I.1 Introduction 

Solid Waste Management nowadays is now becoming quite complicated problems 
throughout the entire world to manage, particularly in the fast-growing areas such as 
metropolitan, populous city, urban area and so on. As a result of economic 
development, technology advancement, rapid population growth, urbanization, life-
style change and industrialization nowadays, a large number of waste is generated 
every day. Currently, global MSW generation is estimated about 1.3 billion tons per 
year, and it will be increased to be about 2.2 billion tons per year in 2025(Daniel 
Hoornweg 2012). Consequently, major challenges for the municipalities are to collect, 
recycle, treat and dispose of the increasing quantities of solid waste (Cherubini 2009). 
Establishment of a proper waste management to deal with this increasing of waste is 
a very challenging task for every country around the globe. With no exception, the 
Municipality of Phnom Penh, capital city of Cambodia, is also facing the problems 
regarding the significant increase of the amount of unsorted and non-recycling waste, 
and providing an appropriate and environment-friendly solution and management in 
response to the rocketing of waste generation. 
 
The current municipal solid waste management performance in Phnom Penh 
municipality is not acceptable in terms of sanitation and environmental friendliness.  
There is no proper pre-treatment, sorting system, material recovery, energy recovery 
and other treatments before disposing into the landfill. Moreover, the dump pile is not 
covered regularly as a proper sanitary landfill always does. The problems that have 
commonly been seen in the city are illegal dumping, low waste collection efficiency, 
unseparated waste and so on. The key factors that lead to these problems are from 
not only technical aspects, but also political, legal and economic factors as well as 
the availability of supporting information for a better planning and 
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management(Veasna Kum 2005). Although there is a clear sub-decree on solid waste 
management, both municipal solid waste and hazardous waste, the attention and 
action taken in this field are not sufficient. According to the United Nation 
Environmental Program report (UNEP 2012), Cambodia does not have any particular 
policy and specific long-term plans to improve the current waste management system. 
Moreover, the laws and regulations regarding waste management are still weak and 
ineffective that needs to be taken into consideration to improve the current waste 
management and to get rid of the problems faced nowadays. In addition, the relevant 
ministries and departments cannot provide sufficient data or information that is 
needed for the future improvement. For example, the data are outdated and scattered. 
Most importantly, the willingness to participate of the generators is low because there 
is not enough operational budget and other related materials or program to educate 
and raise awareness of the importance of environment to the local residents. 
 
Available evidences illustrate that the best way in managing solid waste is done by 
taking an integrated view on waste management, beginning at the source of waste 
generation(Scheinberg 2010). However, at present, the main disposal method of solid 
waste used in Phnom Penh is only the landfill disposal without prior treatment, 
separation or resource recovery. The system is still in open-end type of management 
where the waste is not fully utilized as recycled material in other process. The 
improper waste dumping causes mixing between the municipal solid waste and other 
untreated hazardous waste such as medical wastes. It seriously affects the 
environment and human health as well. Moreover, the organic waste and other 
potential resources for making compost are left in the landfill without fully utilization.  
In addition, the recyclable materials such as valuable metal, glass, plastic and paper 
still has value and have been informally collected by local people to sell for their 
survival. Therefore, if there are more efforts on establishing formal sector for recycling 
municipal solid waste, it could help improving performance of waste management in 
Phnom Penh Municipality. 
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Many developed countries like Germany, Japan and the United States are successful 
in executing solid waste management system. The key is that they change the strategy 
from a direct landfill disposal to an integrated method (Ying Zhuang 2007). Integrated 
system is widely known as the best way to achieve the success of waste management 
in many part around the globe (Hu 1998). Waste separation at source is a crucial 
method in the integrated management system that leads to the success of the waste 
management in this era (McDougall 2008). Waste separation helps reduce a lot of new 
material as we can use the used materials by reuse it again by many means. Moreover, 
we can use the recyclable waste such as plastic bag, plastic bottle and other materials. 
By doing this, the amount of wastes that we generate each day will decrease. Also, 
this action will not only reduce the amount of waste generation each day, but also be 
cost-effective as well. If recycling business is widely established, people can sell some 
valuable materials like aluminum cans, paper, and glass and so forth to make profit as 
well. Besides recycle and reuse, waste separation also helps increase the quality and 
quantity of compost as well. The major challenge of composting nowadays is the mix 
of waste from every source, which is hard for making the compost.  Last but not least, 
incineration method requires source separation for the optimum efficiency. If the 
system is operated on the wet waste or material that is not or hard to disintegrate by 
incineration process, it will waste a lot of energy and money for the operation. 

I.2 Background of the case study 

The study aims to be conducted in Phnom Penh Municipality, the capital city of 
Cambodia. Phnom Penh has the cover area of approximately 374 km2 in 2003 (JICA 
2005), and as the population growth and economic development, it is now expanding 
its area to meet the human needs to be about 678.46 km2 in 2010 (MPP 2009). The 
total land area is divided into 8 districts and continuously classified into small 96 
communes. (Figure 1) The overall population of the city is reported to be around 1.3 
million people in 2008 with the population density of about 4571 people km2 and an 
average household size of 5.1 people per household (MOP 2008). 
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Figure 1: Map of Phnom Penh Municipality 

Cambodia met the genocide and political instability almost three decades since 1970s. 
As a result, there are not many data available regarding waste generation rate even in 
the capital city, Phnom Penh. The data are available only from the year of 1994 onward, 
but those data, generally, are not cleared and reliable. From 2009, there is the weighing 
bridge installed in the landfill to measure the amount of waste transported to dump 
in the landfill.  Consequently, that makes the waste generation rate from that time 
onward reliable. According to (Cintri 2014), a private company in charge of giving service 
of municipal solid waste management in Phnom Penh, the waste generation rate in 
Phnom Penh starting from 2009 to 2013 (Table 1) noticeably keeps increasing every 
year. The waste generation increase from 355,515 tons in 2009 to 505,094 tons in 2013 
(Cintri 2014). Furthermore, the waste generated per capita is estimated to be 0.487 kg 
per day for Phnom Penh (JICA 2005). 
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Table 1: Waste Generation Rate from 2009-2013(Cintri 2014) 
Year Waste Generation (Tons) 

2009 355,525.00 

2010               383,747.90 

2011 408,780.10 

2012 461,682.40 

2013 505,094.70 

Total 2.114.820,10 

In addition to waste generation rate report, there is also a report regarding waste 
composition in the year of 2013 as well. Actually, this kind of study has been done 
once before in 2005 by Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA). The reports 
illustrate that the majority of overall solid waste is food waste. It takes accounts for 
almost 70%. While plastic waste stands at the second ranking accounting for 14.47 
percent (Table 2). 
Table 2: Waste Composition in 2013 (Cintri 2014) 

N Waste Composition Jica 2005(%) Cintri 2013(%) 

1 Food 61.45 69.69 

2 Cloth 2.57 6.31 

3 Plastic 17.83 14.47 

4 Wood and Grass 8.46 1.53 

5 Metal 0.67 0.53 

6 Glass Bottle 0.81 1.76 

7 Soil and Stone 1.04 0.38 

8 Paper 5.23 2.8 

9 Leather 0.14 0 

10 Others 1.8 5.24 
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Figure 2: Waste Composition 

I.3 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study are to: 
1. Investigate the overview of municipal solid waste management system in Phnom 
Penh. 

2. Identify key factors impacting performance of municipal solid waste management in 
Phnom Penh. 

3. Develop suggestion and policy scenarios to improve the environmental performance 
of the current municipal solid waste management system in Phnom Penh. 

I.4 Expected Results 

1. Overview of management system structure and the waste management flow. 

2. Understanding the factors influencing performance of in the current municipal solid 
waste management system in Phnom Penh. 

Food, 69.69

Cloth, 6.31

Plastic, 14.47

Wood and 
Grass, 1.53

Metal, 
0.53

Glass bottle, 
1.76

Paper, 2.8 Other, 5.24
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3. Recommendations for improving the current municipal solid waste management in 
Phnom Penh. 

I.5 Hypothesis 

Increase of waste separation at-source and recycling, will help improving the 
performance of current municipal solid waste management system in Phnom Penh to 
the large extent in terms of the environmental benefits. 
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Literature Review 

This section aims to review the related studies and researches in this area that have 
already been done. In reality, at-source separation system are usually recommended 
as a best way in the management of municipal solid waste in many countries around 
the world in present time. Moreover, we would like to compare the situation of 
municipal solid waste management in Phnom Penh Municipality with the situations of 
other countries to have a better understanding of situation of waste around the world. 
The review is to investigate the pros and cons of the at-source separation to improvise 
the current municipal solid waste management system. This review, we mainly focus 
on 5 major subjects which are: Municipal solid waste management in Phnom Penh 
municipality and in regional and global area, Life cycle Assessment (LCA), at-source 
separation methods and behavioral analysis. 

II.1 Overview of Waste Management System 

With the alarming increase of municipal solid waste generation rate, waste 
management is becoming a common concern of any countries around the world. 
Policies and regulations have been developed and revised to ensure the human 
welfare and happiness. In this section, waste management in some countries have 
been raised to compare to see the strengths and weaknesses of each country’s system. 

II.1.1 Current Waste Management Situation 

In Cambodia, only big cities with high number of population in Cambodia receive waste 
collection service. The current municipal solid waste management mainly focuses on 
collection, transportation and disposal. Waste treatment is still low. There is a small 
fraction of recyclable waste that has been collected by scavengers for their survival. 
Other fractions are dump at open-dump landfill without further treatment. There is no 
sanitary landfill, incinerator or other facilities to get advantages from waste such as 
material and energy recovery (Sour Sethy 2014).  
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In Thailand, almost 100% of waste collection has been collected and transported to 
three different transfer stations. However, there is improper waste management such 
as open dumping and open burning in rural areas. There are sanitary landfills but they 
work insufficiently. Because of the poor separation of waste, composting does not yield 
a good quality of fertilizer. There are three incinerator plants in Thailand in operation. 
In 2008, a number of wastes to energy plant have been constructed but they are in 
an experimental stage. However, the popular method used in Thailand is landfilling as 
well (Siriratpiriya 2014). 
 
In Vietnam, the average collection rate of the whole country is 72%. Similarly, the 
most popular method of waste management in urban area in Vietnam is disposal in 
the Landfills. 80 -85% of landfill in Vietnam are not sanitary that pose a threat to 
human health by odor and leachate. Incinerator is also one of the method use in 
Vietnam, but it is not commonly used because of the high moisture content in waste. 
It is used for hazardous waste such as hospital waste only. Composting is also not 
widely used too because the separation is not sufficiently enough and other reasons 
(Thai 2014) 
 
Take a look at waste management in developed country, Japan; at-source separation 
is very popular in Japan. Waste generators are asked to separate waste into more than 
10 kinds of waste before dispose for collection, and follows by immediate treatment 
and recycling facilities for material recovery. To save the space of landfill, Incineration 
is very popular in Japan. Approximately 79% of waste is going to incineration facilities. 
Further, they generate energy and electricity from combustion of waste. Another 
successful method in Japan is to crush of bulky waste and turning waste to refuse 
derived fuel (RDF). Interestingly, the waste dispose to the landfill is 4.8 million tons in 
fiscal year 2010 and expect to reduce the amount from year to year (Tanaka 2014).  
 
In South Korea, the main priority of waste management in South Korea is to reduce 
waste generation and increase the recycling rate as much as possible. As a result, the 
government implements the system of “Volume-Based Waste Fee System, a Pay as 
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You Throw”. The recycling rate in Korea is seen to be improved from year to year by 
develop the advanced technology and encourage the use of recycled waste. The 
incineration rate is also increased interestingly while the landfilling has significantly 
decreased from year to year (Dal-Ki Min). 
 
In conclusion, it can be obviously seen that in developing countries landfilling is very 
popular and it normally cause a lot of problems while developed countries, which is 
successful in waste management, focus on recycling, material recovery, source 
reduction, incineration. More importantly, citizens in those countries are willing to 
recycle and separate waste. 

II.1.2 Waste Generation 

The waste generation rate of Cambodia is increasing significantly from year to year. 
According to the Ministry of Environment report in 2004 illustrates that the generation 
rate of Municipal Solid waste has noticeably increased from 14,500 in 1994 to about 
438,000 tons per year in 2011 (Sour Sethy 2014). 
 
Table below illustrates the increase of waste generation from 2000 to 2013 (Table 3). 
Table 3: Waste Generation from 2000-2013 

Year Waste Generation (Tones) Year Waste Generation (Tones) 

2000 20,702 2007 343,657 

2001 21,050 2008 361,344 

2002 21,367 2009 393,044 

2003 240,859 2010 409,335 

2004 227,909 2011 438,000 

2005 266,781 2012 461,682 (cintri 2013) 

2006 324,159 2013 505,094(cintri 2013) 
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In 2008, the municipal solid waste in Thailand was estimated to be produced 
approximately 15.03 million ton per year. According to Pollution Control Department 
2009, Bangkok generates the municipal solid waste 1.5kg/capita/day. From 1993 to 
2008, the waste generation rate is interestingly increased from 30,640 to 41,064 
tons/day and it will continuously increase in the future (Siriratpiriya 2014).  
 
As China is a large country, it might be divided into at least 2 or 3 geographic part. The 
waste composition of these two parts are generally different. The waste moisture of 
these two parts are somehow not the same as well. The collection service is given 
only in the big city or the central of the small town only. At the suburb of these small 
towns, the service is not regularly given at all. The author illustrates that the waste 
generation counting from 1986 to 2010 has significantly increased every year. It is 
shown that at the end of year 2010, china generate municipal solid waste is about 158 
million tons. (Su Lianghu 2014). 
 
In the year 2010, the waste generation rate of Japan is about 46.3 million tons. It is 
worth noticing that the waste collected is up to 42.6 million tons in Japan. It obviously 
illustrates that the collection efficiency is very high and effective. It is reported that 
the generation rate per capita per day is about 0.98 kg. 93% of the total is go through 
the intermediate treatment, which is incineration. Noticeably, the material recovery is 
done on voluntary basis by the local community. The material recovery is reported 
about 2.7 million tons. Surprisingly, Because of the best management system of 
municipal solid waste, the generation rate of Japan has been decreased at the last few 
years (Tanaka 2014). Table 4 shows and compare the waste generation in many 
countries including developing and developed countries in the world. 
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Table 4: Comparing Waste Generation 

After seeing the number of the waste generation rate in various countries, it is obvious 
that the waste generation rate of Cambodia is very low comparing to the neighboring 
countries like Thailand and Vietnam. This might because of the number of population, 
the cover area of each country or even economic of each countries. As the number is 
low, it might be easier to achieve the goal of sustainable development. 

II.1.3 Waste Composition 

In Cambodia, the waste composition is reported by (JICA 2005) that it comprise about 
63% of kitchen waste, which is organic waste and about 15% of plastic waste. However, 
(CSARO 1999) reported that organic waste is about 87% and plastic is only 7%. This 
illustrates that the reliability of data is not yet reliable and need to improve. 
 
In Thailand, unsurprisingly, waste composition of Thailand is dominated by organic 
waste, which 64% of overall municipal solid waste generated. The waste contains with 
high moisture, which is amenable for composting. It is worth mentioning that, in this 
research show that urban city and high-income citizen generate the different 
composition. In Bangkok city the organic waste take account for only about 42%, but 

Country Generation Rate (ton) Year Source 

Cambodia    505,094 2013 Cintri 2013 

Thailand 15,030,000 2008 O. Siriratpiriya 2014 

Vietnam 7,863,195 2008 N.T.K. Thai 2014 

Japan 46,300,000 2010 M. Tanaka 2014 

South Korea 136,765,500 2010 A. Pariatamby 2014 

Malaysia 16,500,000 2007 D.K. Min 2014 

India 1,210,000,000 2010 K. Joseph 2014 
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the fraction of plastic is 25% which is higher than in less-income area, which is less 
than 20%. 
 
Surprisingly, unlike other developing countries, developed countries have the different 
waste composition if comparing with the developing countries. (Table 5) has shown 
that Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam have the food waste or organic waste, which is 
the dominant group. It takes accounts of about 60 percent of the overall waste, and 
follows by plastic waste. Conversely, Japan has only 31.3% of organic waste, but paper 
waste is about 44.5 percent which is the highest fraction. The United States is similar 
to Japan, the highest fraction of waste is no organic waste. It is paper waste, which is 
32.7 percent. Surprisingly organic waste takes account only 12.5 percent. Like other 
developed country, England has similar waste composition. Paper is the dominant 
fraction, which is 33.2 percent which organic waste is only 20.2 percent (Seng (2010). 

Table 5: Comparing Waste Composition 

Composition Cambodia Thailand Vietnam Japan USA 

Kitchen  63.30 64 53.8 31.3 12.5 

Textile 2.50 1 1.7 - - 

Wood 6.80 1 - - - 

Metal 0.60 2 1.4 1.2 8.2 

Paper 6.40 8 4.2 44.5 32.7 

Plastic 15.50 17 3.42 7.8 12.1 

Glass 1.20 3 1.0 1.1 5.3 

Others 2.20 4 28 14.1 29.2 

Source 
Jica 
(2005)goog 

Siriratpiriya 
(2014) 

Thai (2014) 
Tanaka 
(2014) 

Burnley S.J 
(2007) 
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In short, in developing countries organic waste is the highest fraction among the others; 
while in developed countries paper is the highest one. The plastic used in develop 
countries are less in percentage while it is high in developing countries. There are high 
potentials to improve resource utilization and public hygiene by increasing recycling 
performance. Food waste, which has highest proportion, can be used as source of 
renewable energy generation if properly managed. 

II.2 Life Cycle Assessment 

II.2.1 Theory of LCA 

LCA is unanimously considered one of best effective way in environmental 
management by most of, if not all, the environmental scientists and engineers in the 
present time. LCA is a kind of technique aiming to assess the environmental impacts 
of a particular product throughout its life cycle, in other words it is used to assess the 
impact to environment from the very first day it is made by the factory to the very last 
day it is disposed in the landfill. Some people called it a “cradle to grave” approach. 
It is becoming a tool that is widely used for decision making of the various policies and 
regulations for the better waste management system (Rigamonti 2008). 

 Goal and Scope Definition 

LCA goal aims to formulate the questions and try to find the answer of the question. 
In this stage, it is not necessary to collect data, and the result is not needed to 
calculate or translated. What is important in this stage is to make a clear and 
unambiguous plan of the study as much as possible (Life Cycle Handbook). The plan 
that is made is very important because it can affect the whole procedure of the study. 
Once the plan or goal has been set, it is very important to scope the study area. The 
detail of the study has to be sufficiently cleared to make that stated goal is achieved 
(Life Cycle Handbook). The main feature of the goal and scope is the functional unit. 
It is too obvious that we have to compare two or three systems with a comparable 
functional unit. It is clearly stated in ISO 14040 that, “The functional unit defines the 
quantification of the identified function (performance characteristics) of the product. 
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The primary purpose of a functional unit is to provide a reference to which the inputs 
and outputs are related. This reference is necessary to ensure comparability of LCA 
results" (Life Cycle Handbook). 

 System boundaries 

System boundary must address which products or unit processes that need to be 
included in the LCA system. The geographic and time boundaries of the analysis, and 
the flows and impact categories can be included in the system boundaries as well. 
(Life Cycle Handbook). 

 Life Cycle Inventory 

ISO consider the life cycle inventory (LCI) as "phase of life cycle assessment involving 
the compilation and quantification of inputs and outputs for a product throughout its 
life cycle.” (Life Cycle Handbook). In this section, quantification and number are very 
important as we need to calculate and show the result in number. The data of input 
and output are described in the quantitative terms. LCI is very important in the Life 
Cycle Assessment because it can answer the questions of the environmental impacts 
that we have in the goal and scope section. 

 Impact Assessment 

Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) is "phase of life cycle assessment aimed at 
understanding and evaluating the magnitude and significance of the potential 
environmental impacts for a product system throughout the life cycle of the 
product."(Life Cycle Handbook). It is the last step of the whole process. With it, the 
policy makers or any involved stakeholder can analyze about the impact to 
environment of the study. This process will convince policy makers to accordingly 
establish the policy base on environmental, economic, and social benefits. 
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II.2.2  Study on LCA 

There are a number of studies that used LCA as a tool to evaluate the environmental 
impacts of the products or processes. Several scenarios have been raised to compare 
the impacts to the environment. After LCA assessments, recommendations to improve 
current system have been suggested to reduce the harmful level of the products to 
our environment. 
 
(Rigamonti 2008) used LCA as a tool to find the optimizing levels of separated 
collection that is beneficial to environment in integrated Municipal Solid Waste 
Management System in Italy. The study analyzes material and energy recovery of the 
separated collection of Municipal Solid Waste. Moreover, the direct impacts to 
environment have been raised in this study as well. The final aim of this study is to 
find the optimum level of at-source separation collection that gives the benefits in 
term of energetic and environmental matters. LCA has been used to assess Global 
Warming Potential, Human toxicity Potential, Acidification Potential and Photochemical 
Ozone Creation Potential. In this study, the author suggested three different scenarios 

Figure 3; Life Cycle Impact Assessment 
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to do the evaluation and comparison. The three scenarios are: 35 percent of source-
separation, 50 percent of source-separation and 60 percent of source-separation. The 
result illustrates that the scenario 60% of source-separated collection is beneficial in 
term of energy recovery and environmental impacts (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Impact of Each Scenarios 

There is another similar study has been done in Singapore by (Hsien H.Khoo 2012)  The 
study is to attempt to improve the future municipal solid waste management system 
in Singapore by taking the environmental welfare as the first priority. This study used 
LCA to assess and compare three different scenarios of landfilling activity according to 
the source-separation level in term of environmental impacts such as Global Warming 
Potential, Acidification and Human toxicity. The three scenarios that have been 
proposed in this study are: scenario one is that the current waste management, the 
second one is the barge is replaced by a fuel oil-powered coastal bulk carrier, for the 
third scenario, waste water treatment plant to remove 70% of toxic substance from 
leachate, and the last scenario is recycling of 70% of source-separated collection. The 
author assesses the impact of each scenario to the year of 2030. The result of LCA 
assessment shows that the most beneficial option in account with environmental well-
being for a best municipal solid waste management system is the scenario of recycling 
70% of the waste generation (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Reduction of Impacts of Recycling 

(Komal 2013)also used LCA as a tool to evaluate the historical development of 
Municipal Solid Waste Management in Denmark starting from 1970 to 2010. The authors 
focus on Global Warming Potential in this study. The author gives the scenarios in the 
past year of waste management system. Scenario one is the management in the year 
1970. In this system, all the municipal solid waste is transported to landfill. The second 
scenario is in 1980, this system use incineration but without energy recovery. The third 
scenario is in 1990, incinerator with energy recovery is introduced but in form of district 
heating. The fourth scenario is in 2000; waste in this system is incinerated with heat 
and electricity recovery. And the last scenario is in 2010, source separated is popular 
in this system, and electricity recovery efficiency is improved as well. After coming up 
with these scenarios, the author use LCA to assess the environmental impacts to these 
five different scenarios to find out what is the root of a best management system that 
have ever exist in the past years, and to attempt to carry out and improve that 
management system. The result of LCA assessment demonstrates that the greenhouse 
gas emission, gas that leads to global warming, has been remarkably reduced in the 

last 40 years. It is reduced from the net emission of 618 kg CO2-eq. tonne-1 in 1970 to 

net saving of 670 kg CO2-eq. tonne-1 in 2010 (Figure 6). 
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(Francesco Cherubini 2008) also used LCA to compare the environmental impacts of 
municipal solid waste management strategies amongst: Landfilling, sorting plant and 
incineration system in Italy. Likewise other previous studies, the author raise some 
scenarios and do the environmental impact assessment by using LCA approach to each 
scenario to see its impacts. There are three scenarios have been proposed in this study. 
The first scenario, waste is transported to landfill without any further treatment. The 
second scenario, part of gas released in landfill is captured and treated and burnt to 
produce electricity. In the third scenario, a sorting plant is used to separate waste and 
to do material recovery. And in the last scenario, wastes are burnt in incineration plant 
to produce electricity. LCA gave a result of these scenarios as follow (Figure 7) 
  

Figure 6: GHG Emission in Denmark 
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In conclusion, as seen in the section above, Life cycle Assessment (LCA) is very 
important and useful tool to assess the impact to the environment of any products or 
processes throughout its life cycle. LCA approach is an effective way to convince the 
policy maker to consider about the environmental wellbeing. 

II.3 At-Source Separation 

At the present time, it is believed by environmentalist and scientists that the end-pipe 
management system is out of date. It is shifted to at-source management as it is proved 
that at-source management leads to sustainable society and development. There are 
quite a number of recent studies and researches put a lot of effort in this method to 
prove the world that it is one of the success method that need to put into 
consideration of any policy maker. The concept of at-source separation of municipal 
solid waste is to separate the waste the generation site. In order words, the generators 
that are the residents have to cooperate into separating waste into categories as 
commanded by regulations. For example, the residents have to classify his or her waste 
into wet waste, dry waste and recyclable waste in advance before discharging or before 
collected.  

Figure 7: Gas Emission of Each Scenario 
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A lot of studies have been done on at-source separation and prove that it is the best 
method for municipal solid waste management. (Ying Zhuang 2007) studied about 
separation of household waste in China. Moisture content amount in waste is the main 
factor that limited the recycling and material recovery. By comparing the at-source 
separation with the conventional waste management, the result illustrates that the at-
source separated collection system is cost effective. The revenue that comes from 
selling recycling material is more than the operational cost. (Hsien H.Khoo 2012) also 
conducted a study to find out which management system is the best one. This study 
is conducted in Singapore. The author suggests four different scenarios in his study and 
compare amongst all of them. The result illustrates that at-source separation and 
recycling is not only beneficial in term of economic, but also in term of environmental 
impacts as well. Once the high rate of recycle is achievable, the emission from waste 
is significantly reduced. Another group of researcher also conduct a research comparing 
the benefits between mixed to source-separated collections. (Mentore Vaccari 2012) 
try to find out the benefits changing from mixed to source-separation collection in 
Italy. The study shows that mixed collection system is harmful to human health and 
dangerously impact to the environment we are living in. The author suggests six 
different scenarios to evaluate and compare cost environmental and economic of each 
scenario. The scenarios are classified by the rate of separation and recovery rate. The 
result shows that the implementation of source-separated collection helps save 
landfill volume and cost. The author conclude that implementation of at-source 
separation has a positive effects to environment and all the stakeholders who are 
involved. Another study conducted by (Francesco Cherubini 2008) try to find out which 
one amongst Landfilling, sorting plant and incineration plant is the best system in the 
present time. The study is done in Italy. The study aims to evaluate the environmental 
impacts by assess the gas that release in each scenario. The result demonstrates that 
among the three scenario is the worst one, whereas the sorting and recycling is the 
best system in term of gas emission that lead to global warming. Moreover, sorting 
system help saving in term of energy and cost. The author suggest that sorting plant 
with electricity and biogas production is likely to be the best option of municipal solid 
waste management. 
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In conclusion, many studies unanimously illustrate that at-source separation system is 
the best option amongst the other varieties. It is not only cost effective, but also 
environmental friendly as well. 

II.4 Scenario Analysis 

Scenario analysis is the process of analyzing the outcome of the suggested scenarios 
that highly likely happens in the future. It is possible to suggest more than two 
scenarios at the same times and try to figure out which one amongst all scenarios 
giving an optimal and best result. It is used to convince that the possibility of the 
success of the study is high comparing to the present practice. The factors that take 
into account of the scenario analysis can be environmental, economic and social field. 
It also leads to develop the policies and strategic plans for the improvement of the 
present management system. 
 
Sometimes it is difficult to say that one management system is better than the others. 
For example, you want to suggest that recycling is the best way for the municipal solid 
waste management nowadays than the current existing solid waste management. So 
the best way is to raise some scenarios and then compare with the current one. There 
are a number of studies that have been done this way. (Ferreira 2014) assess the 
environmental impacts of a packaging waste recycling system in Portugal. The author 
wants to know that recycling packaging waste is a best option for the environment or 
not. So the author raises two different alternatives or scenarios of waste management. 
The first scenario is recycling, the second scenario is to incinerate the packaging waste, 
and the last scenario is to dispose the packaging waste in the landfills. After that the 
authors apply the technique to assess the environmental impacts of the three 
scenarios. After getting the result, the authors can conclude that which one is the best 
option for waste management. (Lei Wang 2012) also use this method to evaluate and 
find for the best option for waste management system as well. In the study, the 
authors use LCA to assess the environmental profile and greenhouse gas emissions for 
bioethanol production from paper. The authors also raise to more scenarios to do the 
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comparison. The alternative management system options are recycling and 
incineration with energy recovery. After suggest three different option, the authors 
apply LCA method to assess the environment profile and global warming to each 
scenario. The result of the study shows that incineration with the advanced technology 
is the best option amongst the other suggested scenario. The author might suggest for 
the policy marker to do consider doing the incineration system rather than the others.  
 
In short, it is necessary to assume a number of scenarios to compare and to find out 
which option is the best that should be implemented.  

II.5 Behavioral Analysis 

The behavioral analysis is the analyzing of the people behavior toward the particular 
things. This kind of study aims to find the factors that affect people’ perspective toward 
environmental matter. After figuring out the impacting factors, strategies and plans will 
be accordingly made to bring about change of the perspective and behavior of the 
people. For example, people in one area do not separate waste at source. The study 
will be conducted to find out what make people do not separate waste. The result 
might show that level of education is the main roots that make people are not willing 
to separate waste. Consequently, the strategic plan has to be established to deal with 
it by having a short course to the people to raise their awareness. Behavioral Analysis 
can be conducted by distributing a number of questions in the form of questionnaire, 
or to be more reliable, interview is the best form of behavioral analysis to study about 
the people behavior. The choice amongst questionnaire and interview depends on 
time, labor and budget availability. 
 
Although there is a best system in the world, but if the citizens do not co-operate, that 
system will become pointless to take into consideration. Before implementing new 
system, it is important to study whether citizens are willing to participate in advance, 
and try to find out the factors that make the system fail and successful. (Mbiba 2014) 
studied about the willingness to participate in implementing the at-source separation 
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in South Africa. Author stated that the awareness of integrated municipal solid waste 
management is increased in many developed countries. So, the author aims to 
examine the people behavior of citizen towards at-source separation. The study is 
done by field survey. In other word, author goes to the field to observe something like 
waste generation rate, waste composition and the factors affecting that rate and the 
fraction of waste. For the willingness to separate waste before dispose for collecting is 
done by personal interview. The result shows that more than 80% of citizens are willing 
to separate waste at the source. It means that it is likely that the implementation of 
the at-source separation is successful. (T.Sekito 2013) also focused on people’s 
behavior in waste reduction. This study is to evaluate people’s attitude toward waste 
management system in Indonesia. In this study, the main methodology to study people 
attitude is a questionnaire. The questionnaire is divided into three parts as (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: Section in Questionnaire 

With this kind of information, it allows the author to know the factors that have 
relationship to each other. For example, Education and income level affects to waste 
generation rate and so on. After knowing these kinds of factor, author can give 
recommendations and suggestions accordingly to implement the system successfully. 
It is the goal of this study.  
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(Ying Zhuang 2007) also studied about the behavior of the citizens in China as well. 
After introduce at-source separation and do the economic assessment, the author finds 
out that at-source separation is cost effective; it also gives benefits to environment as 
well. Besides doing the assessment, the author also want to study people attitude 
toward separation. As a result, the author does the performance survey and distribute 
questionnaire to every stakeholder to promote at-source separation. About two 
hundreds were provided questionnaire and interviewed. The result shows that there is 
an active support from every stakeholder such as citizens, Estate Company and other 
involved stakeholders. 
 
In short, study behavior of the citizen and key stakeholder is one crucial part in our 
implementing the new system. Without co-operation from every stakeholder, the new 
system intended to implement is not successfully achieved. 
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Methodology 

In this section, the steps of how to do the research have been described in detail, as 
shown in the Figure below, in order to attain the objectives, which are mentioned 
above.  

  

1. Literature 

Review 

2. Raw Data 

Collection 

3. Life Cycle Assessment 5. Site Survey 

4. Scenario Analysis 6. Statistical Analysis 

7. 

Recommendations 

Figure 8: Methodology 
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III.1 Literature Review 

In this section, many literatures and past studies and official documents regarding 
municipal solid waste management in Phnom Penh municipality published by state 
government have been reviewed to get the information and understand about the 
Phnom Penh Municipality as well as the current municipal solid waste management. 
 
There is no separation system of waste before dumping in the landfill. All kinds of 
waste that coming from every source were transferred to the landfill. There is only 
one landfill which is in operating nowadays.  The recycling method is not widely 
practical in Cambodian society as well. The recycling, up until now, basically have 
been done by waste owner, waste collectors or any other scavengers to make a little 
profit from it. There is no proper system to separate and take advantage from 
recyclable waste. (Figure 9). 

  

Figure 9: Waste Flow in Cambodia 
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III.2 Raw Data Collection 

The main purpose of this site visit is to get to know the real situation of the Municipal 
Solid Waste Management of Phnom Penh regarding the existing problems every day, 
the management of all waste generated, the resident behavior toward waste problems 
and management, last but not least the willingness to cooperate and to pay more to 
make improved of the current management system. To acquire that information, it is 
important to make an interview with the three related person who are working in the 
company which is in charge of the whole municipal solid waste management in 
Municipality Phnom Penh. We also interview with the waste collectors to know about 
the problem of waste generated by the residents in the area. In addition to this, we 
also distribute about 100 questionnaires to the residents itself to study about their 
background, their understanding toward environmental problems and awareness and 
their willing to cooperate and so forth. 
 
By studying about their information background, we can determine the key factors that 
affect waste generation, willingness to cooperate and willingness to pay. The factors 
are such as: 

 Gender 

 Education level  

 Family size 

 Income 

 Living area 

 House type 

III.3 Life Cycle Assessment 

This technique is used to assess and evaluate the system performance by evaluating 
its products transformation through its life cycle, from cradle to grave. LCA has been a 
principal tool for decision-making and for policy maker for a better waste management 
and waste management planning. The purpose is to study about the environmental 
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impacts of each the suggested scenario and find out which one of the scenarios 
provide the most benefit with the less environmental impacts.  

 Goal and Scope 

The goal of this study is to evaluate the GHG emission from the current existing 
municipal solid waste management system in Phnom Penh from life cycle perspective. 
Another goal is to compare the GHG emissions with other MSW management system 
to see the potential GHG mitigation in different strategies by using scenarios analysis. 

 Functional Unit 

The functional unit in this study is “The total amount of municipal solid waste 
collected in Phnom Penh municipality”. The waste collected is mainly the household 
waste in the urban area. The total amount of MSW in 2013 is 505,094 tons (Cintri 2013). 
The vast majority of overall MSW waste is food waste fraction. It takes accounts for 
almost 70% of the overall amount of MSW while plastic waste stands at the second 
position accounting for 14.47 percent. 

 System boundary 

The system boundary in this study begins with the transportation of the truck from 
household to landfill which located approximately 16km from the heart of the city. 
The GHG emission of the landfill and the substitution of primary production are 
included in the boundary. The system boundary is shown in the figure 16 below. 
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Figure 10: System boundary of LCA analysis 

III.4 Waste Management Scenario Analysis 

After identifying the problems in the current waste management, three scenarios are 
proposed to evaluate the environmental impacts.  
 
In part one, the study focuses on the calculation of the greenhouse gas emission in 
the year 2009, the starting year of the new landfill. The calculation is estimated the 
greenhouse emission emitted from 2009 to 2100. 
 

1. 20% of recycling valuable material 
2. 50% of food waste utilization, composting. 
3. 20% of recycling and 50% of food waste utilization 

 
In the second part, it is necessary to estimate the future trend of greenhouse gas 
emission caused by municipal solid waste management. The calculation is estimated 
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the greenhouse emission of solid waste that disposed in landfill from 2009-2030. The 
emission is projected to 2100 as well. The waste disposed to landfill from 2016 onward 
is estimated based on the national data of the estimation of population growth in 
Cambodia multiplied by the waste per capita of the current waste management. It is 
assumed that there is no change in waste composition and the amount of waste 
generation. In this calculation, there are 7 assuming scenarios used to do the evaluation 
to see the potential reduction of greenhouse emission of each system, which reflects 
the waste management strategies. 
 

1. 20% of waste recovery, recycling. 
2. 50% of food waste utilization, composting. 
3. The combination of 20% recycling and 50% of composting. 
4. Accumulatively increase 2% of waste prevention each year until reach 20% 

prevention. 
5. The change of waste composition in 2020. 
6. 50% of gas collection system installed in 2020. 
7. 70% of gas collection system installed in 2025.  

 
The valuable material that are recycled in this study are: plastic, paper, metal and 
glass bottle. To measure the performance of the existing waste management system 
comparing to the scenarios which suggested above, Life Cycle Impact Assessment has 
been employed as an indicator to evaluate and assess the impact to the environment. 
After finding out the performance of existing waste management and the suggested 
scenarios, recommendations will be given afterward. 
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III.5 Site Survey 

Even though there are the best solid waste management systems proposed, there will 
be useless if the residences do not cooperate in the proposed system. The key 
element of implementation of a new system is people. This survey is to study whether 
people are cooperating and willing to pay depends on cost in the proposed system or 
not. Furthermore, it also investigates the factors that make people do not want to 
cooperate in the new system. After knowing the factors making people do not 
cooperate in the system, it is easy to find solutions and help to implement the new 
system successfully. Willingness to pay is also the key element that is needed to study 
as well because in order to implement a new system successfully, the people 
cooperation is important, but people willingness to pay more is also a key factor that 
important too. 
 
To study about people behavior, the most popular method is to distribute the 
questionnaires to as many people as possible with good representatives of each 
demographic group. In this study, the simple descriptive method of the statistical 
analysis is deployed to study about people’ behavior and willingness. 
The questionnaire covers: 
 

• Citizen general background information 
• Understanding of Environment 
• Willingness to pay more to improve the current existing waste management 
 
The above information will tell about the relationship between the citizen background 
such as sex, age, education level, career and so on with: 
 

• Understanding of Environmental Issue 
• Understanding of solid waste issue 
• Waste generation and composition 
• Waste separation 
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• Willingness to separating and recycling 
• Willingness to pay for a better solid waste management. 

III.6 Statistical Analysis 

As hundreds samples are collected, to be more efficient and reliable, it is important 
to use computer software to help us to analyze the data statistically. In this stage, we 
use the software, which is call SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science) as it is 
well known software by any researchers around the world. 
 
SPSS is a software used for statistical analysis. This software is widely used by the 
researchers, scientist, professor and students from all fields of study. SPSS allows users 
to enter the data and analyze those data. The program will create the table and plot 
the graph as the final output. SPSS is capable of deal with large amounts of data 
including texts and numbers, and perform all kind of analysis. The program will help 
users a great deal in term of time and efficiency. Descriptive Analysis is used in this 
study. 

III.7 Recommendation 

After accomplishing all the processes mentioned above, the last step is to give the 
recommendations and suggestions to deal with the problems existing in the current 
municipal solid waste management system to have a better municipal solid waste 
management in Phnom Penh municipality. 
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Results and Discussions 

It is very important to understand about the overview of the current waste 
management and address the problems existing in the current system in order to find 
solutions to improve the current system. The first section of this study is to get 
understanding the current waste management system such as waste storage, waste 
collection and transportation, waste treatment, waste disposal and so on. After getting 
the information of the current waste management system, problems existing in the 
system are identified. Several scenarios are suggested to do the assessment in term of 
environmental impacts, focusing only on Greenhouse emission, to compare with the 
current waste management system. After finding out the best waste management 
system scenarios, it is important to study about the feasibility of the implementation 
of the system. Behavioral study is proceeded afterward.   

IV.1 Current Waste Management System 

IV.1.1 Waste Storage 

Because of the fact that there is no storage available in the residential area, normally, 
waste is packaged in the plastic bag placed along the curbside of the road waiting for 
the collection from the service provider. Scavengers often come at night and try to 
find the valuable material in the bag, or some animals like dogs try to find something 
to eat from the waste pile; as a result, the waste might become scattered on the 
street. If it is the case, it makes the collection difficult and inefficient. It is time-
consuming and it is not possible to collect everything left on the street. In some areas 
like food market, there are storage bins available for storing the waste; but because 
those bins are not big or the number of bins are not enough or maybe the amount of 
waste generation is too great, it is commonly seen that the waste are dumped outside 
the bin. And it is seen that the waste are disposed in the free-spaced area. When the 
collectors come to collect those waste, generally, the transferring of waste from these 
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storages or containers to the collection vehicles is done by hand. Consequently, the 
high efficiency of collection is not obtained. The waste is seen littering around the bins. 
It is worth mentioning that waste is not separated at all before collecting and disposing. 

IV.1.2 Waste Collection and Transportation 

Cintri is a private company that has been received the privilege from the government 
to provide the collection, transferring and disposal service to the whole city since 2002. 
All waste collected are transfer directly to the landfill. There is no at-source separation 
or collection practiced in the city. The collection and transferring are done by mixing 
all kind of waste at the collection time. All types of waste from almost every sources, 
except medical and industrious waste, are collected, transferred and dumped in the 
landfill, which located about 16km from the city. The waste collection service is not 
provided regularly to every place in the city. Generally, the service is given regularly 
only to the commercial or the highly visible area; or in other word, area that collection 
service fee is higher and regularly paid. For some areas such as poor areas, especially 
the outskirt or suburban, the service is provided irregularly. It is estimated that the 
waste collection efficiency in the whole city is improved slowly from 60% in 2003 to 
82.1% in 2009 (Seng et al. 2010). In 2013, it is estimated that the waste collection 
efficiency is improved to about 85% in the whole city (Cintri 2013).  

IV.1.3 Waste Disposal and Treatment 

Landfill is the only management option practicing in Cambodia nowadays. There is no 
incinerator or other facility in Cambodia. Steung Mean Chey landfill site, the first landfill 
in Cambodia, is the place where waste is disposed. It covers the area of 6.8 ha. All 
kinds of waste from almost every sources sent to this landfill without pre-sorting or 
pre-treatment. The landfill was practiced by open-dumping method, not a sanitary 
one. It was seen that even hazardous waste such as medical and industrial waste 
disposed in this landfill. Steung Mean Chey was completely ceased its operation in 
2009. With the cooperation with JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency), new 
landfill was built to replace the old one. Since 2009, a new landfill has been launched. 
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It is called Dorngkor Landfill Site, which covered the area of 26 ha. It is designed to be 
a sanitary landfill. It consists of leachate pond and other treatment facility. But because 
of the financial and technical barrier, the Dorngkor is not a sanitary as its purpose. The 
soil that is supposed to cover the garbage every day is covered irregularly, or never 
covers at all recently. The leachate that is drained to the leachate pond is left without 
further treatment. It is left to evaporate to the atmosphere. Additionally, there is no 
formal recycling facility existing in the system. The recyclable waste is done by the 
scavengers that live their lives by collecting the valuable material from the waste pile 
such as from the landfill. Some scavengers collect the valuable material from the 
waste that left at the curbside while the others who give some money to the gate 
keeper to be able to enter and collect in the landfill site. It is estimated that there are 
1400 tons of waste dumped in Dorngkor landfill every day (Cintri 2013). 

IV.2 Existing Problems 

It is normal that developing country like Cambodia has a lot problems regarding solid 
waste management. In order to improve the current municipal solid waste 
management, it is important to identify the problems existing in the current waste 
management. It is commonly seen in many developing that the waste collection 
efficiency are still low. The collection service is not given to everywhere in the city. 
The service is given regularly to the commercial and highly visible area. The low 
collection efficiency might partly because of the infrastructure in the city. Some roads 
are very small that disable the truck accessing to that area to collect the waste. As a 
result, the citizens illegally drop their waste along the street or illegally dumping. In 
Phnom Penh, capital city of Cambodia, is facing the problems regarding providing 
proper waste management in the city. Below are the photos of the problems that exist 
in Phnom Penh when we do the survey. 
 
First of all, the waste collection efficiency is still low. This is partly because of the poor 
condition of the infrastructure in the city. Some roads are very small that disable the 
truck accessing to collect the waste from that area. Moreover, the irregularity of the 
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collection time in the poor area makes situation worse. The residents cannot wait for 
the collector to collect their waste. These factors lead to illegal dumping of solid waste 
along the street or in the free space (Figure 10). This problem is not only difficult for 
the collection, but also affect the image of the city as well. 

 
Figure 11: Waste Waiting for Collection 

Second, the environmental awareness and caring toward environment issue is still low. 
People cannot wait for the truck to collect the waste from their residents. In figure 11, 
people just dispose their waste in the free space area or even along the main street 
in the city. It is common for people disposing their waste along the street or even in 
the middle of the street in many part of Municipality Phnom Penh. This action gives a 
very bad looking of the city of one country for the tourists. We can see in the figure 
that a lot of bags of garbage are disposed in public area where you can people 
commute in that area. Consequently, the waste produces the bed smell in that public 
area. Plus, that waste sometimes becomes scattered on the street because the 
scavengers looking for the valuable things like aluminum cans, and other any sellable 
materials and so on, and because the dogs try to find food in the garbage bag too. 
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From this problem, we can say that the waste disposal regulation of the government 
is still weak and need to be strengthening. 

 
Figure 12: Free Space Disposal Area 

In figure 12, it might be because the fact that there is no storage system installed in 
the community, people disposed in the public area to get rid of the garbage out of 
their house; but very disappointingly, in figure 13 illustrates that there is storage system 
for them to disposed their garbage, but people just disposed it outside the storage 
system. It is obviously show that the awareness regarding the environment especially 
regarding solid waste issue is still alarmingly low. This issue need to be addressed and 
solved to raise people awareness to improve the current municipal solid waste 
management system. 
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Figure 13: Waste Put Outside Bin 

In figure 13, we can see that people dispose waste illegally despite the fact that there 
is the instruction not to dispose in this area. In the picture, we can see there is an 
instruction notice written in Khmer which translate in English as “This area is prohibited 
to dispose any waste”. Even there is such a prohibition, people seem not to obey or 
even care about the instruction. This not only means that the people awareness is 
low, but also the law or regulation must be enforced to deal with the violators with 
heavy penalty. 
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Figure 14: Waste Disposed Illegally despite the Instruction 

Third, because of the irregularity of collecting the waste disposed along the street on 
time, it causes a flood when there is a big rain because those scattered waste clog the 
water way that do not allow the water to go through. It takes hours after raining for 
the flood to disappear in the city. 

 
Figure 15: Waste Clog the Water Way 
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Fourth, currently there is no waste separation practiced in the city. The small amount 
of recyclable waste is recycled informally by the scavengers or the waste collectors. 
Moreover, the waste is wet that makes it hard to recycle some material such as paper 
or paperboard. Last but not least, open burning is still practiced in some areas 
especially in the outskirt of the city. They normally burn the household waste, the 
leaves of the true in mixing with the plastic bag. This can cause air pollution and affect 
to the human health. 

 
Figure 16: Informal Recycling 

After getting insight into problems, giving solutions to solve problems is needed to 
proceed, but the involvement of the citizens are equally crucial. Consequently, this 
study focuses on two part to improve the current waste management system. First, 
several different scenarios, reflecting the waste management strategies in many 
countries, are suggested to compare the environmental burden to the current waste 
management. Life Cycle Impact Assessment in used to evaluate the environmental 
impacts of the system. Greenhouse gas emission is considered as the indicator to assess 
and compare the burden of the system to the environment. Second, behavioral 
analysis is the main purpose of this study too. It is meaningful to study about how 
people think and care about the environment. The questionnaire survey is deployed 
in this study. The distribution of questionnaire survey is carefully done to obtain the 
reliability as much as possible. Plan and targeted area have been carefully made and 
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chosen before doing the survey. Mostly the questionnaire survey is done by using 
house to house approach, and by distributing at crowded area like market and so on. 
To conduct the survey faster, two people that have experiences in doing this kind of 
survey were hired to help. Prior to doing the survey, two session of training were 
conducted. The first session is to explain the material in the questionnaire survey and 
identify the questions that might be asked during doing the real survey. The second 
session is a mock survey. Several people of about thirty years old are asked to answer 
the questionnaire survey. They asked many questions what they are not cleared about 
the question in the survey. After making sure that they understand about each 
question in the survey, the real survey has been launched. 

IV.3 Life Cycle Assessment Result 

The main purpose of this study is to estimate the greenhouse gas emission (GHG) from 
the current waste management system in Cambodia. Before doing the calculation, the 
concept of landfill gas emission from disposal site is necessary to understand. 

IV.3.1 Transportation 

Transportation in this context refers to the collection the waste from the municipality 
and transport it to the landfill by using the trucks equipped with the compacting 
function. Waste collection and transport carried out in Phnom Penh Municipality is 
based on diesel consumption trucks. According to Cintri, company in charge of 
providing MSW management service in Phnom Penh municipality, there are 138 trucks 
consisting of compactor trucks and arm roller trucks are in operating for cleaning and 
transporting at all the MSW at all area in the municipality. The total amount of MSW 
that is transported to dump site, which located approximately 16 km out the 
municipality, is 1200 tons per day (Cintri). Because there is no data about the total 
distance the trucks travel for collection and transfer to the landfill, Google map is used 
to estimate the average distance that the truck travelling for collection and transfer to 
landfill. Various points in Phnom Penh were pinpointed to estimate the distance from 
the landfill site, namely Dongkor landfill site, by using Google map. The travelling 
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distance of the trucks has been estimated by calculating for the average distance. The 
places that are chosen are mostly from food markets which normally located in urban 
areas where there are crowded of people living in. Waste in this area is also generated 
a lot. The trucks used in transportation in Phnom Penh municipality is a 10 wheel 
trucks. Assuming that it is a 16 ton truck with the 75% loading. According to Thai 
National Database, 10 wheel truck with75% of 16 tons loading emits greenhouse gas 
0.0689 kgCO2 eq per kmt (TGO 2011).  

Table 6: Distances to Different Plasces 

Location Distance Location Distance 

Wat Phnom  16 Km BeungKengkong Market 13.9 Km 
Central Market 16.4 Km Chhba Ampoeu Market 11.7 Km 

Orussey Market 16.1 Km Kandal Market 16.4 Km 
TuolTompong  10.1 Km Olympic Market 16 Km 

Kilo 6 Market 22 Km Prek Pnov Market 32 Km 

Jas Market 16.9 Km Prek Anchanh Market 35.6 Km 

It is assumed that the average transportation distance is 18.6 Km based on the table 
above. The main emission from transportation is carbon dioxide (CO2) produced from 
the combustion of the diesel used in the trucks. Table below shows the summarization 
of the important value for calculate the greenhouse gas emission and the carbon 
dioxide emitted from transportation. 

Table 7: Emission Factor and GHG Emission 
Transportation Loading (tons) Quantity Avg.Distance (Km) Emis(kgCO2 

eq/kmt) 
10 wheel truck 10 138 18.6 0.0689 

According to the calculation of the value shown in Table 7, the carbon dioxide 
emission from collection and transportation is 1319 tons CO2. This number is generally 
too small comparing the greenhouse emission emitted from landfill. 
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IV.3.2 Greenhouse Gas Emission from Landfill 

Landfilling produces significant amount of landfill gas. Landfill gas mainly consists of 
methane (CH4). Beside methane, it also produces the biogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) 
and other small amount of nitrous oxide (N2O), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and carbon 
monoxide (CO). Methane produced by waste disposal site contributes approximately 
5 percent of the global anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC, 2001). Methane 
and other landfill gas are developed in four stages. Gas composition varies in each 
stage. After being disposed in the landfill, degradable material in waste is decomposed 
by aerobic bacteria. After the process complete to consume oxygen, anaerobic bacteria 
take turn to deplete the remaining waste. It breaks the organic matter into the several 
substances. For example, cellulose, amino acids, sugar and so on. After this process, 
fermentation process takes pace to further break these substances into gases and 
organic compound which is a short-chain compound. In this process, methanogen 
bacteria is growing. This bacteria transform the products that come from fermentation 
process into the biogas and stabilized organic materials. The biogas is generally known 
as landfill gas. Generally, the biogas contains of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide 
(CO2). According to USEPA report, the composition of landfill gas is 41% CH4, 34% CO2, 
22% Nitrogen (N2) and 3% Oxygen (O2) (U.S. EPA 2008). This data come from the 
measurement at the landfill site with active landfill gas collection system. But it is 
commonly assumed that 50% of the carbon in the landfill will be degraded and 
transformed to CH4, and the remaining 50% of carbon degraded in landfill transform 
to CO2. There is only a very small amount of carbon degraded in landfill convert into 
carbon monoxide (CO), which is generally ignored. Besides these substances, there are 
also an ignorable substances that released from landfill such as volatile organic. 
Landfill gas usually consists of 50-55% of CH4, 45-50% of CO2 by volume, and 2-5% of 
other landfill gas. Landfill gas is produced stably in the last stage, stage IV.  
 
Recently, there are a few studies about greenhouse gas emission that have been done 
to estimate the greenhouse gas emission in Cambodia. This study will estimate the 
methane and carbon dioxide by using the IPCC waste model. The IPCC methodology 
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is based on First Order Decay (FOD) method. This method assume that degradable 
organic carbon (DOC) slowly decay in a few decades of the landfill. During this time, 
CH4 and CO2 is produced.  As a result, CH4 is a main landfill gas emission in the first 
few year, but it gradually decrease because the degradable carbon in the waste is 
consumed by the bacteria for the decay. (IPCC 1996).  
 
It is generally acceptable to assume that the biogas generation is modeled using the 
first-order decay model. It means that the aerobic degradation takes place for only a 
short period of time, typically no more than a month. With the oxygen absent because 
of the burying of waste, it normally spends up to a year or two for the anaerobic 
degradation process to take place (IPCC, 2006). There are several models available to 
estimate the methane emission as well as carbon dioxide emission from landfill. In this 
study, the equation that adapted from IPCC, 2006 and U.S. EPA 2008 has been used 
to calculate the amount of methane emission from landfill. The first-order decay 
model for CH4 generation is shown as follows: 

 
Figure 17: GHG Emission Calculation Equation 
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The methane correction factor (MCF) varies depend on the way waste is managed. 
For example, the value is equal to 1 when the site is well managed, anaerobic site. 
The value will become 0.4 when the site is unmanaged, or shallow waste, less than 
5m. The fraction of methane (F) in the landfill is normally 50% of the landfill gas. As 
a result, the value of the fraction of CH4 of the landfill gas is 0.5 is highly 
recommended. The oxidation fraction (OX) is the amount of CH4 from the site that is 
oxidized in the soil. The value is ranging from 0-0.1. It normally equals to 0. 

Table 8: Important Parameters (IPCC 2006) 

Parameter Parameter Description Parameter Value 

MCF Methane correction factor 1 

DOCF Fraction of DOC degraded 0.5 

F Fraction in CH4 in generated gas 0.5 

OX Soil oxidation factor 0.1 

Delay Time Time prior to the start of anaerobic decay 6 

 
Degradable organic carbon (DOC) can be calculated by: 
% DOC by weight = 0.15(A) + 0.2(B) +0.4(C) + 0.43(D) + 0.24(E) 
Where 
 A =% Food waste 
 B = % Garden 
 C = % Paper 
 D = % Wood and straw 
 E = % Textiles 
 
Table illustrates the important parameters that need to be included in the calculation. 
These parameters are degradable organic carbon (DOC) and decay rate (K). These 
numbers are the recommendation number for landfill from IPCC and US EPA. It can 
be chose according to the real situation and condition of the landfill. It is worth to 
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mention about the climate condition that determine the value of decay rate (K). The 
climate classification is based on the annual rainfall of the countries. It can be 
considered as the dry climate when the annual precipitation is less than 20 inches/ 
year. It can be classified as the moderate climate when the annual precipitation is in 
between 20-40 inches/ year. When the annual precipitation is more than 40 inches/ 
year, it is considered that it is in the wet climate category. 

Table 9: DOC and K Value (IPCC 2006) 

 

According to IPCC guideline, it is highly recommended to calculate GHG emission in 
the inventory at least 50 years; it is because it takes long time for some material such 
as wood or textile to degrade its carbon. In this study, GHG emission is planned to 
calculate the GHG emission from 2009 to 2030 because the food waste should be 
degraded almost to nothing in this timeframe. To be sure that the calculation is not 
underestimated, the graph of decay rate of materials are plotted to see the organic 
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carbon after 2030. The graph below illustrates the decay rate of some carbon-
containing material from 2009 to 2030. 

 
Figure 18: Decay Rate of Waste in 2030 

Figure shows the decay rate of waste in Phnom Penh according to the calculation of  
K value in Table 9. In the graph shows that the amount of food waste is degrade to 
almost 0% in 2030, but if we take a look to paper and textile, there are around 30% 
of carbon remaining in the landfill in 2030. This carbon can be degraded and continue 
to release methane in the future. Wood has more than 50% that do not degrade in 
2030. As a result, the calculation cannot be stop at 2030. As a result, it is necessary to 
continue the calculation from 2009 to 2100. 
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IV.3.2.1 GHG Emission Calculation of Waste in 2009 

 Scenario 0 (Baseline Scenario) – Current Existing Waste Management 
After gathering all of the important parameter, GHG emission from 2009 can be 
calculated. Before calculated, it is also important to know about the waste flow of the 
system that we need to calculate. In order word, we have to know the system 
boundary of the system. After knowing the system boundary, it is easy to calculate 
since it tells what is included in the boundary and what can be ignored from the 
boundary.  
 

 
Figure 19: Waste Flow in Scenario 0 

The flow chart above illustrates the waste flow in the current waste management. The 
majority of waste generation at source is collected and transported to the landfill 
directly, only a small amount of waste is illegally dumped by the residents, and the 
other small amount of waste is informally recycled by waste collectors or scavengers 
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for selling purpose to make some profit. The waste is disposed in landfill without doing 
any pretreatment or post treatment, no sorting system, no gas collecting system 
installed in site. 

Table 10: GHG Emission in Scenario 0 

Category Amount (Tons) DOC Decay Rate (K) GHG emission (Tons CH4) 

Food  248868 0.15 0.185 12,443 
Paper  10666 0.4 0.06 1,416 

Textile 21332 0.24 0.06 1,699 

Wood 7111 0.43 0.03 953 
Total - - - 16,511 

Table above demonstrate the amount of greenhouse gas emission in 2009 to 2100. In 
2100, the waste that dispose in the landfill in 2009 release the methane gas 16,511 
tons. It is worth to mention that the unit of this result is in tons of methane (Ton CH4). 
The common unit of greenhouse gas is in ton CO2 eq. According to IPCC 2007, CH4 is 
stronger than CO2 25 times. As a result, in order to convert from tons CH4 to ton CO2 
eq., it can be simply done by multiplied the number by 25. The chart below illustrates 
the greenhouse gas emission by categories in CO2 equivalent. 
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The total of GHG emission is 412,785 tons CO2 equivalent. Amongst the whole emission, 
food waste, which account for 70 percent of total waste, is also the dominant group 
of GHG emission. It takes account for 75% of the total emission. Paper, textile and 
wood release the GHG in the similar amount which is 9%, 10% and 6% respectively. 
 
After getting the amount of greenhouse gas emission in the current existing waste 
management system, according to LCA theory, it is necessary to compare with other 
systems to do the comparison. In this study, three different scenarios, reflecting waste 
management strategies in various countries, are chosen to evaluate the environmental 
impact, Greenhouse Gas emission, and compare with the scenario 0. These three 
scenarios are: 50% of composting, 20% of material recovery, the combination of 50% 
of food composting and 20% of material recovery. 
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GHG Emission in ton CO2 eq.

 Figure 20: GHG Emission by Categories 
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 Scenario 1: 50% of Food Waste Composting 

Before doing the calculation, it is necessary to understand the waste flow in this system. 
Figure below show about the waste flow from source until disposal. 

 
Figure 21: Waste Flow in Scenario 1 

The chart flow clearly illustrates that waste flow is similar to that in the baseline 
scenario except that 50% of food waste are separated at collection stage and 
transferred to the facility to do the composting. This scenario is according to the 
government vision to promote the composting in the system. Some amount of waste 
are still assumed to dispose illegally, and some amount are recycled illegally, and the 
rest are transferred and dispose in landfill without further treatment. To calculate the 
reduction of GHG emission of composting, emission factor of EPA 2008 is adopted. 
Table below shows the emission factors for recycling and composting for some 
material. 
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Table 11: Emission Factor of Each Waste Management 

Material Recycling (EPA) Composting (EPA) Landfilling (Own Data) 

Mixed Paper -0.96 - 0.905224 

Mixed Metal -1.43 - 0 

Mixed Plastic -0.41 - 0 

Mixed Organic - -0.05 0.3409091 

 Emission Factor of composting is adopted from U.S. EPA. The number illustrates in the 
negative number. It means that doing composting is beneficial to the environment, or 
it can be said that composting is an environmental friendly strategy. The emission 
factor of landfilling is estimated by using the data from the calculation of greenhouse 
gas emission from the current waste management system. To see the potential 
reduction of GHG emission from composting activity, it can be simply done by substrate 
the emission of landfilling by the emission of the composting. Table 12 below 
demonstrate the potential reduction of GHG emission in the system. 

Table 12: Summary of the Result 

Scenario 1: 50% Composting (Tons CO2 eq.) 

Category Amount (Tons) Emi. Factor Reduction GHG Emission 

Food 248,868 -0.390909 -178,355 234,429 

The emission factor of potential GHG emission reduction of composting is -0.390909074. 
It is in a negative sign. It means that the composting is giving the benefit to the 
environment. The calculation shows that after doing 50% composting, 178,355 tons 
CO2 equivalent are reduced. As a result, only 234,429 tons CO2 equivalent are emitted 
in the system from 2009 to 2100. The chart below shows the emission of the GHG by 
the waste categories in the scenario 1 system.  
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Figure 22:  GHG Emission by Categories 

The Total GHG emission in Scenario 1, 50% of composting, is 234,429 tons CO2 
equivalent. It is obvious that only the emission that from food waste fraction is 
reduced; it is because we take benefit from composting only. Food waste that releases 
the GHG emission 75% in baseline scenario, current waste management system, 
reduces to only 57%. Even though the percentage of the GHG emission from Paper, 
Wood and Textile is increased, the amount of the emission of these material is 
remaining the same. The change of the percentage occurs because the total emission 
is changed due to the composting implemented. 

Scenario 2: 20% of Material Recovery 

After getting insight in the benefit of composting activities, it is also important to find 
out the benefits of material recovery. In this study, 20% of recyclable waste is assumed 
to be separated at source and transfer the recycling facility. 20% of recycling comes 
from the government vision to implement the 20% recycling. It is assumed that the 
recycling activity is done in closed loop. The informal recycling of waste that is done 
by scavengers still remain in the system. To get further about the calculation, it is 
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important to understand about the waste flow in this system. Figure below illustrates 
about the system boundary in this scenario.  

 
Figure 23: Waste Flow in Scenario 2 

Waste generated is assumed to be separated before disposed for collection. 20 
percent of recyclable material such as plastic, paper and metal are separated transfer 
to the recycling facilities. To calculate the GHG emission in this system, emission factor 
from US EPA is adopted for the calculation. Table shows about the emission factor 
from recycling activity in the US. The negative number illustrate the benefit of the 
substitution of raw material by doing the recycling. It is assumes that metal and plastic 
do not release any GHG emission if they are disposed in the landfill. 
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Table 13: Emission Factor of Each System 

Material Recycling (EPA) Composting (EPA) Landfilling (Own Data) 

Mixed Paper -0.96 - 0.905224 

Mixed Metal -1.43 - 0 

Mixed Plastic -0.41 - 0 

Mixed Organic - -0.05 0.3409091 

Table below show about the potential reduction of greenhouse gas emission of the 
20% of material recovery comparing to the current waste management system, which 
is the scenario 0 or baseline scenario. 

Table 14: Summarization of GHG Emission 

Scenario 2: Material Recovery (Tons CO2 eq.) 

Category 
Amount 
(Tons) 

Emi. Factor Reduction GHG Emission 

Paper 10,666 -1.86522404 -14,589 
382,161 

Plastic 53,329 -0.41 -16,034 

According to the result, the substitution of plastic production from raw material with 
the plastic production from the recycling plastic reduces 14,589 tons CO2 equivalent. 
If the 20% paper production recycling activity is implemented successfully, 14,589 tons 
CO2 equivalent is reduced from the system. The amount is similar to the reduction of 
the substitution of the plastic even though the percentage of plastic is much higher in 
the system; it is because the degradable organic carbon in very high, and it can be 
clearly seen that the emission factor of paper is -1.86 which is much higher than that 
of the plastic which is -0.41. The total emission of greenhouse gas in this scenario, 20% 
material recovery scenario, is 382,161 ton CO2 equivalent. The figure below illustrates 
the percentage of GHG emission from each materials in the system. 
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Figure 24: GHG Reduction 

The graph shows the emission of greenhouse emission. If it is looked closely, the plastic 
has a negative result. It is because of the fact that it is assumed that plastic has no 
emission if it is disposed it in landfill. But the production of plastic from raw material 
release a great amount of greenhouse gas that emitted to the atmosphere. If it is 
substituted the raw material with the used plastic by doing the recycling, the 
greenhouse emission can be reduced up to 16,034 tons CO2 equivalent. 

 Scenario 3: 50% composting + 20% Material Recovery 

This scenario is assumed to find out the benefit of the combination of scenario one 
and scenario two to see how much the potential reduction of greenhouse emission is. 
In this scenario, it is assumed that 50% of food waste is separated at source and 
transferred to the composting facility. Moreover, it also makes use of material recovery. 
20 percent of recyclable waste is separated at source before it is transferred to the 
recycling facility. Figure below is the waste flow in the system in Scenario 3. 
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Figure 25: Flow Flow in Scenario 3 

To calculation the greenhouse emission in this scenario, like in scenario one and two, 
US EPA emission factors is used. Table show about the emission factor that is 
compulsorily used in this scenario. 

Table 15: Emission Factor 

This scenario 3 is the combination of scenario 1 and scenario 2. As a result, it can be 
calculated simply sum the potential reduction of greenhouse emission in Scenario 1 
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with the potential reduction of greenhouse gas emission in Scenario 2. Table show the 
result of the reduction of greenhouse emission in this scenario comparing to the 
current waste management system, baseline scenario. 
 Table 16: Summary of GHG Emission 

 The potential reduction of Greenhouse gas emission in scenario one is 178,355 tons 
CO2 equivalent. Meanwhile, the potential reduction of GHG emission in Scenario 2 is 
30,623 tons CO2 equivalent. As a result, the total greenhouse gas emission in scenario 
3, the combination of scenario 1 and scenario 2, is 203,806 tons CO2 equivalent. The 
figure below demonstrates the greenhouse gas emission by categories. 

 

Figure 26: GHG Reduction 
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Figure 27 shows the emission and reduction of GHG by categories in each scenario. In 
scenario 1 where the food waste is transporting to composting facility, the emission of 
GHG from food waste is reduced. In Scenario 2, we can see the negative result. It 
illustrates the substitution of recycled plastic production. We assume that plastic waste 
do not release the GHG while doing recycling of GHG can reduce the GHG from 
producing plastic from raw material. Scenario 3 is the combination of Scenario 1 and 
scenario 2. 

 
Figure 27: GHG Reduction by Categories 

To make it easy to evaluate and compare the result, Figure 28 illustrates the GHG 
reduction of GHG of scenario 1, scenario 2 and the combination comparing to the 
baseline scenario. 
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Figure 28: GHG Reduction 

 According to the figure above, in Baseline scenario, which is the current waste 
management system, releases the GHG emission 412,785 ton CO2 equivalent during 
the year 2009-2100. In Scenario 1, 50% of food waste, the GHG emission reduces to 
234,429 ton CO2 equivalent in the same year timeframe. To simply put, scenario 1 can 
reduce the emission about 43 percent from the baseline scenario. But If 20% of 
material recovery, in scenario 2, plastic and paper recovery, is implemented, the GHG 
emission is only 382,161 tons CO2 equivalent in the same timeframe. In this scenario, 
the GHG emission is decreased by 8 percent from the current waste management.  But 
if the scenario 3 is implemented, the combination of scenario 1 and scenario 2, taking 
advantages of composting and recycling strategies, the GHG emission is reduced 
significantly to approximately 203,806 ton CO2 equivalent, which is about 48% 
comparing to the scenario 0, baseline scenario 0. After seeing the result, we can see 
that composting method can be significantly reduced the GHG emission from the 
system. Recycling activity is reduced small amount of GHG emission comparing to the 
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composting. But if the source separation is enhanced, the composting and recycling 
efficiency can be increased, the amount of GHG emission is decreased accordingly. 

IV.3.2.2 Estimation of GHG Emission in the future (from 2009-2030) 

After getting the result of GHG emission in 2009, it is important to estimate the GHG 
emission in the future. The calculation of Greenhouse gas emission is done by starting 
evaluating the emission from 2009 up to the year 2100. The reason that it is chosen 
to start at 2009 because the new landfill start its operation at 2009. It is assumed that 
the waste are transferred to the landfill from 2009 to 2030. From the year 2030 later, 
the landfill cease its operation. In other word, there is no waste disposed in landfill 
anymore. The waste that already disposed from 2009 to 2030 are left to emit the 
greenhouse emission without gas collection system. The data of waste collection are 
available from 2009 to 2013. And from 2013 to 2030, the amount of waste transferred 
to landfill is estimated by the estimation of the population growth done by the 
government multiplied by the waste per capita per day. It is assumed that the 
composition of waste remain the same from 2013 until 2030. The table below is shown 
the estimation of the population growth of Cambodia from 2008 to 2030 done by 
National Institute of Statistic (NIS 2012).  
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Because we do the estimation of GHG emission of Waste management system of 
Phnom Penh municipality. So, the estimation of the population growth of the city itself 
is compulsory. 
 
This table 18 illustrates the population growth of Phnom Penh Municipality from 2008 
to 2030. It is also done by National Institute of Statistic (NIS).  
  

Table 17: Estimation of Population Growth in Cambodia (NIS 2012) 
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Table 18: Estimation of Population Growth in Phnom Penh ( NIS 2012) 

 
After getting information about the estimation of the population growth, it is possible 
to estimate the growth of waste generation in the future. Table below shows the 
increase of amount of waste from 2009 to 2013 according to the increase of population 
increase estimated by the national institute of statistic. The amount of waste increased 
is estimated by categories because it is easy to do the evaluation and comparison of 
each scenario. The composition of each category of waste is based on the composition 
of waste in 2013. 
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Table 19: Estimation of Waste Generation  

In this section, we want to know about the greenhouse gas emission in the future by 
making use of the increasing of population. Moreover, it is also interesting what will 
happen if the new technology like gas collection is equipped in the future. GHG 
emission will be evaluated using the same methodology. In this section, 7 scenarios 
will be raised to do the evaluation and comparison. Those 7 scenarios are: Baseline 
scenario, Material Recovery scenario, Composting scenario, waste prevention scenario, 
waste composition changed scenario, gas collection scenario and high-efficiency gas 
collection scenario. 
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 S0 Scenario – Baseline Scenario 

In this scenario, it is assumed that the waste management system in 2030 remains the 
same as the current waste management system. It simply means that all waste are 
transferred to landfill without pretreatement or posttreatment. The equation, based 
on IPCC and U.S. EPA, that used in the previous section is applied in this calculation 
as well. The same DOC and K values are used in this calculation too. Table below is 
the calculation of food waste disposed in landfill from 2009-2030. All the waste emitte 
the GHG emission to 2100. 
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The same calculation is applied for paper, wood, and textile waste; as a result, the 
same table of paper, wood, and textile waste can be found in the annex. 
After calculating all the waste categories from 2009-2100, the table below illustrates 
the summarization of the emission of GHG from each waste category from 2009-2100. 

Table 20: GHG Emission Result 

Year Food Paper Textile Wood Total 
2009 311,084 35,401 42,482 23,818 412,785 

2010 335,779 38,201 45,842 25,654 445,475 

2011 357,682 40,682 48,818 27,267 474,450 
2012 403,972 45,933 55,120 30,726 535,751 

2013 441,958 50,236 60,284 33,537 586,015 
2014 480,535 54,603 65,524 36,376 637,037 

2015 498,169 56,586 67,904 37,616 660,275 

2016 515,357 58,517 70,220 38,814 682,908 
2017 531,975 60,379 72,455 39,959 704,768 

2018 547,909 62,161 74,593 41,042 725,705 

2019 563,052 63,850 76,620 42,057 745,579 
2020 577,310 65,435 78,522 42,995 764,262 

2021 590,617 66,909 80,291 43,852 781,670 

2022 602,935 68,267 81,921 44,626 797,749 
2023 614,222 69,505 83,406 45,314 812,448 

2024 624,456 70,620 84,744 45,915 825,734 

Figure 29: Calculation Sheet 
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2025 633,622 71,610 85,931 46,427 837,590 

2026 641,758 72,479 86,974 46,854 848,065 
2027 648,935 73,235 87,882 47,202 857,255 

2028 655,191 73,883 88,660 47,475 865,209 

2029 660,634 74,435 89,322 47,679 872,069 
2030 665,292 74,893 89,872 47,818 877,876 

Total 11,902,444 1,347,823 1,617,387 883,022 15,750,677 

This kind of table is very beneficial since it shows very in detail about the important 
information. It can be seen the annual GHG emission from 2009 to 2030. Moreover, 
there is information regarding the GHG emission by categories. For example, according 
to the table about, food waste in 2009 release the GHG emission 311,084 ton CO2 
equivalent. Food waste from 2009-2030 release the GHG emission 11,902,444 tons CO2 
equivalent. In the same year frame, we can also realize that the total GHG emission is 
412,785 ton CO2 equivalent. This kind of table is very important to scientist, policy 
maker and so on. Figure below shows the GHG emission the disposal of waste from 
2009-2030. 
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Figure 30: GHG Emission 

In the chart above, the food waste will release the GHG emission 11,902,444 ton CO2 
equivalent, which takes account for 80% of the overall GHG emission from landfill. 
GHG emission from textile take account for 10% while Paper waste release the GHG 
8%. Last but not least, Wood emit the GHG only 6% of the all GHG emission from 
2009-2030. 

 Scenario 1: 50% Composting 

In this scenario, food waste is separated at source, and transported to the composting 
facility to do composting from food waste composition. The calculation of GHG 
emission in this scenario is calculated as it is done in the scenario in 2009. Emission 
factor from U.S. EPA is used in this scenario. Table shows about the potential GHG 
emission reduction. 
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Table 21: GHG Factor and Emission 

Scenario 1: 50% Composting (Tons CO2 eq.) 

Category Amount (Tons) Emi. Factor Reduction GHG Emission 

Food 9,521,692 -0.390909 -6,823,879 8,926,798 

According to the above table, the total amount of wood waste from 2009-2030 is 
9,521,692 tons. After implementing the 50% composting of food waste, GHG emission 
can be reduced 6,823,879 ton CO2 equivalent. The total emission of GHG is reduced 
to only 8,926,798 ton CO2 emission. 

 
Figure 31: GHG Emission by Categories 

According to the figure, after implementing 50% composting facility, food waste alone 
release greenhouse gas 5,078,565 ton CO2 equivalent which is 57% of an overall GHG 
emission in the system. For, Paper, Textile and wood are remain the same because 
composting activity is only make use of organic waste. 
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 Scenario 2: 20% of Material Recovery  

In this scenario, Recyclable waste is separated at source, and transported to the 
recycling facility to do material recovery from recyclable waste composition. The 
calculation of GHG emission in this scenario is calculated as it is done in the scenario 
in 2009. Emission factor from U.S. EPA is used in this scenario. Table shows about the 
potential GHG emission reduction. 

Table 22: GHG Factor and Emission 

Scenario 2: Material Recovery (Tons CO2 eq.) 

Category Amount (Tons) Emi. Factor Reduction GHG Emission 

Paper 408,084 -1.86522404 -558,190 
14,579,000 

Plastic 2,040,420 -0.41 -613,486 

The total amount of Paper waste disposed in landfill from 2009-2030 is 408,084 tons. 
After doing the 20% of material recovery, GHG emission decrease 558,190 tons CO2 
equivalent. For Plastic waste, the total amount transfer to landfill from 2009-2030 is 
2,040,420 tons. The GHG emission reduce 613,486 ton CO2 equivalent if 20% recycling 
is achieved. The total amount of GHG release in this scenario is 14,579,000 ton CO2 
equivalent. 

 
Figure 32: GHG Emission by Categories 
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After seeing the result, it is clearly shown that the paper fraction is reduced to 789,633 
ton CO2 equivalent if the 20% of paper is going to recycling facility. For plastic waste, 
it is beneficial to environment as it can reduced 613,486 ton CO2 equivalent. If source 
separation is improve to 40 or 50%, the potential reduction of GHG will be increased 
accordingly. 

 Scenario 3: 50% of Composting + 20% of Material Recovery  

In this scenario, 50% of Composting and 20% Material recovery are assumed to 
evaluate the potential reduction of GHG emission. Recyclable waste is separated at 
source, and transported to the recycling facility to do material recovery from 
recyclable waste composition. 50% of food waste is separated at source and 
transported to the composting facility. The calculation of GHG emission in this scenario 
is calculated as it is done in the scenario in 2009. Emission factor from U.S. EPA is used 
in this scenario. Table shows about the potential GHG emission reduction. 

Table 23: GHG in Scenario 3 

 In scenario 1, the potential reduction of GHG emission is 6,823,879 ton CO2 equivalent. 
In scenario 2, the potential reduction of GHG emission in the year is 1,141,676 ton CO2 
equivalent. As a result, the total emission of the waste disposed in landfill from 2009-
2030 reduces to 7,755,121 ton CO2 equivalent. The figure shows the total GHG 
emission by categories. 

Scenario 3: Scenario 1 + Scenario 2 (Tons CO2 eq.) 

 Reduction GHG Emission 

Scenario 1 -6,823,879 
7,755,121 

Scenario 2 -1,171,676 
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Figure 33: GHG Reduction in Scenario 3 

 Scenario 4: Implementing of Waste Reduction (2% each year from 2016) 

In this scenario, it is assumed that from 2016 onward, the government will implement 
a new regulation to reduce the waste generation at source by 2% each year from 2016. 
It simply means that all categories of waste are assumed to reduce by 2% 
accumulatively from 2016 onward until reaching the goal of prevention 20% of waste 
generation in 2025. After 2025, the waste is decreased by 20% constantly without any 
change. Table shows about the calculation of GHG emission from food waste. As we 
can see, the amount of GHG emission from 2009 to 2015 remains the same because 
the waste reduction policy will be implemented in 2016 onward. For the GHG from 
2016 onward, as shown in the blue box, will be reduced because the amount of the 
waste generation is decreased. 
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Figure 34: Calculation Sheet 

Table 24: GHG Emission 

Year Food Paper Textile Wood Total 

2009 311084 35401 42482 23818 412785 
2010 335779 38201 45842 25654 445475 

2011 357682 40682 48818 27267 474450 
2012 403972 45933 55120 30726 535751 

2013 441958 50236 60284 33537 586015 

2014 480535 54603 65524 36376 637037 
2015 498169 56586 67904 37616 660275 

2016 515357 58517 70220 38814 669250 

2017 531975 60379 72455 39959 676577 

2018 547909 62161 74593 41042 682163 
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2019 563052 63850 76620 42057 685933 

2020 461848 52348 62818 34396 687836 

2021 472494 53527 64233 35082 687870 

2022 482348 54614 65537 35701 686064 

2023 491378 55604 66725 36251 682456 

2024 499565 56496 67795 36732 677102 

2025 506898 57288 68745 37141 670072 

2026 513406 57983 69580 37483 678452 

2027 519148 58588 70306 37762 685804 

2028 524153 59107 70928 37980 692167 

2029 528507 59548 71457 38143 697656 

2030 532234 59915 71898 38254 702301 

Total 10519450 1191568 1429882 781791 12,574,295 

Comparing this table of result with the baseline scenario, we can see that the GHG 
emission from 2009-2019 is the same, but from 2020-2030, as shown in blue box, the 
GHG emission in each year is not the same, it is because the waste in 2020 is reduced 
by 20%. 
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Scenario 5: Change waste Composition in 2020 (Paper increase 20%, Food 
Waste decrease 20%) 

In most developed countries where the economic is advanced, the dominant group of 
waste is not food waste, but paper waste. So it is meaningful to see what the difference 
is if the paper waste increases while the food waste decreases. In this scenario, it is 
assumed that the food waste, which accounts for about 70%, which is the dominant 
group of waste in the current waste management system, decrease 20%. It means that 
the food waste remains only 50% in 2020. In the meantime, paper waste, which is only 
3% in the current waste management system, increase 20%. In other word, in 2020, 
the paper waste fraction takes account for 23% while the other wastes fraction are 
assumed to remain the same. 
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Table 25: GHG Emission 

The table illustrates the GHG emission in each year by categories in Scenario 5. 

 Scenario 6: 50% of Gas Collection implementation in 2020 

In most sanitary landfills, landfill gas collection system is necessarily installed to 
capture the landfill gas emitted to the atmosphere. Methane (CH4) is collected at site, 
and transfer to the facility to generate electricity. This process is called the waste to 
energy process. The system is very useful. It not only reduces the greenhouse gas 
emission from landfill to the atmosphere, it also can generate electricity for people 
around the landfill site. The electricity generated from landfill gas collection is 
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considered as green energy as it can replace the use of fossil fuel. In this system, we 
assume that the gas collection system with the efficiency of 50% will be installed at 
site to collect the methane in 2020 onward. 

Table 26: GHG Calculation Sheet 

Year Food  Paper Textile Wood Total 

2009 311084  35401 42482 23818 412785 

2010 335779  38201 45842 25654 445475 
2011 357682  40682 48818 27267 474450 

2012 403972  45933 55120 30726 535751 

2013 441958  50236 60284 33537 586015 
2014 480535  54603 65524 36376 637037 

2015 498169  56586 67904 37616 660275 
2016 515357  58517 70220 38814 682908 

2017 531975  60379 72455 39959 704768 

2018 547909  62161 74593 41042 725705 
2019 563052  63850 76620 42057 745579 

2020 461848  52348 62818 34396 382131 

2021 472494  53527 64233 35082 390935 
2022 482348  54614 65537 35701 398875 

2023 491378  55604 66725 36251 406224 
2024 499565  56496 67795 36732 412867 

2025 506898  57288 68745 37141 418795 

2026 513406  57983 69580 37483 424033 
2027 519148  58588 70306 37762 428628 

2028 524153  59107 70928 37980 432605 

2029 528507  59548 71457 38143 436035 
2030 532234  59915 71898 38254 438938 

Total 10519450  1191568 1429882 781791 11,180,713 
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 Scenario 7: 70% of Gas Collection implementation in 2025 

This scenario continue from the scenario 6. It means that the government implement 
the high efficiency, 70% of efficiency, of landfill gas collection in 2025 upgraded to 
50% efficiency landfill gas collection installed in 2016. In other word, from 2010 to 
2025, the gas collection system with the efficiency of 50% is installed in the landfill, 
but from the year 2025 onward, 70% efficiency landfill gas collection system is install 
to replace the 50% efficiency of landfill gas collection. 

Table 27: GHG Emission Calculation 

Year Food  Paper Textile Wood Total 

2009 311084  35401 42482 23818 412785 

2010 335779  38201 45842 25654 445475 

2011 357682  40682 48818 27267 474450 
2012 403972  45933 55120 30726 535751 

2013 441958  50236 60284 33537 586015 

2014 480535  54603 65524 36376 637037 
2015 498169  56586 67904 37616 660275 

2016 515357  58517 70220 38814 682908 
2017 531975  60379 72455 39959 704768 

2018 547909  62161 74593 41042 725705 

2019 563052  63850 76620 42057 745579 
2020 461848  52348 62818 34396 382131 

2021 472494  53527 64233 35082 390935 

2022 482348  54614 65537 35701 398875 
2023 491378  55604 66725 36251 406224 

2024 499565  56496 67795 36732 412867 
2025 506898  57288 68745 37141 251277 

2026 513406  57983 69580 37483 254420 

2027 519148  58588 70306 37762 257177 
2028 524153  59107 70928 37980 259563 
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2029 528507  59548 71457 38143 261621 

2030 532234  59915 71898 38254 263363 
Total 10519450  1191568 1429882 781791 10,149,100 

It is obvious that the amount of GHG emission is reduced significantly because of the 
installation of gas collection in the landfill. 

 
Figure 36: GHG Emission in Each Scenario 

Figure below illustrates the accumulation the GHG emission of each scenarios in yearly 
basis. According to the Figure, it is obvious that the Gas collection scenario will reduce 
the GHG emission dramatically whilst the GHG emission will be increased drastically in 
2020 if the increasing of Paper waste occur. This kind of graph is very important 
especially for decision maker and policy maker as it gives the insight of each system 
scenarios. 
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 Priority on GHG Reduction 

According to the result shown in the last chapter, some scenarios are seen to be more 
beneficial to the environment than other scenarios regarding the potential reduction 
of greenhouse gas emission to the atmosphere. This can be done by comparing to the 
current waste management system, scenario S0. In this section, these scenarios will be 
listed from the most favorable to the least favorable choice according to its potential 
reduction of greenhouse gas emission comparing to the scenarios S0. In other word, 
the scenario that stays at the top of the list is the prioritized scenario that should be 
implemented as soon as possible: 
 

1. Scenario 3 - The combination of 50% composting and 20% of material 
recovery: according to the result, the implementation of this scenario is the 
most favorable system to the environment in term of the GHG emission 
reduction. In scenario 0, the GHG emission is 15,750,677 tons CO2 equivalent. If 
the government implement and achieve 50% of composting and 20% of 
material recovery, the GHG will emit only 8,926,798 tons CO2 equivalent. The 
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greenhouse gas emission can be reduced up to 52 percent if scenario 3 
successfully implemented. It is worth to mention that the GHG emission can 
be further reduced if the government enhance the efficiency of source 
separation.  Material recovery can be increased the revenue if the recycling 
facility is properly handled. Composting is also beneficial to the farmers as the 
product of composting is used to enhance the soil condition.  

 
2. Scenario 1 – 50% of composting: composting is the most popular waste 

management system in developing countries. It is because the majority of 
waste composition is food waste, which is beneficial for doing composting. 
According to the result, by doing 50% of composting alone can reduce the GHG 
emission from 15,750,677 tons CO2 equivalent in the current waste 
management S0 to only 8,926,798 tons CO2 equivalent. It reduces up to 44 
percent of GHG emission. It not only reduces the GHG emission to the 
atmosphere, but also reduces the amount of solid waste that need to transfer 
to the disposal site to a great extend. It helps extend the landfill life. Economic 
benefic can be also obtained by this scenario implemented by selling the 
composting products. Good quality of composting can be used as fertilizer to 
increase the crop yield of the farmer. It is very benificial to the economy. 

 
3. Scenario 6 and 7 – Gas Collection System Installation: gas collection is 

commonly used in developed countries, but not for developing countries 
because it need a lot of budgets for equipment, installation, maintenance and 
so on. According to the result, if the installation of gas collection with 50% 
recovery in 2020 succeeded, the GHG emission would be reduced from 
15,750,677 tons CO2 equivalent in baseline scenario, scenario 0, to only 
11,180,713 tons CO2 equivalent. It potentially reduced 30%. But if it is possible 
to implement the gas collection system with 70% efficiency in 2025, the GHG 
will be continuously reduced to only 10,149,100 tons CO2 equivalent. The GHG 
emission is reduced approximately 35 percent. The benefits of landfill gas 
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collection is not only the potential reduction of GHG emission, but it is also 
possible to generate electricity providing to people living around that area. 

4. Scenario 4 - 2% of Waste Prevention Accumulatively in Each Year: Assuming 
that 2 percent of waste can be prevented accumulatively from 2016 onward, 
the result illustrated that the GHG emission in this scenario is about 12,574,295 
tons CO2 equivalent. It reduces 20 percent of GHG emission from that of 
baseline scenario, which is 15,750,677 tons CO2 equivalent. If more percent 
could be achievable, waste prevention surely is the best option as it is stated 
in hierarchy of waste management. Waste prevention is stayed on the top of 
the waste hierarchy. 

 
5. Scenario 2 – 20% of Material Recovery: If 20% of material can be separated 

for collection and transfer to the recycle facility to do the material recovery, it 
is also beneficial to the environment as well. As shown in the result, the 
potential reduction of GHG emission is 9 percent. It reduces from 15,750,677 
tons CO2 equivalent from baseline scenario to 14,579,000 tons CO2 equivalent 
in this scenario. The efficiency of material recovery is depended on the 
efficiency of the source separation of recyclable waste. It simply means that if 
it is possible to enhance the source separation, the efficiency of material 
recovery is increased accordingly. 

 
6. Scenario 5 - Change of Waste Composition: Out all of the scenarios in this 

study, only this scenario is not beneficial to the environment in terms of the 
GHG emission reduction. According to the result, if the paper waste increases 
in proportion instead of food waste, the GHG emission is not only not 
decreased, but it will, on the other hand, be considerably increased. It is 
because of the fact that the degradable organic carbon (DOC) existing in paper 
is much bigger than DOC existing in food waste.  

 
The list of priority above is provided only based on the potential reduction of 
greenhouse gas emission, GHG, comparing to the net emission of GHG in the baseline 
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scenario. In the next chapter, recommendations as well as strategic plan for GHG 
reduction to improve the waste sector in Phnom Penh will be provided. Moreover, the 
advantages and disadvantages of each scenarios will be elaborated as well. 
Furthermore, the stakeholders and the strategic plans in each scenarios will be 
identified to make the implementation of each scenario feasible. 

IV.4 Questionnaire Survey Result 

After assessing the environmental impact of each scenario strategies of waste 
management, behavioral analysis is proceeded to evaluate people behavior and 
willingness to separate. The distribution of questionnaire survey is carefully done to 
obtain the reliability as much as possible. Plan and targeted area have been carefully 
made and chosen before doing the survey. Mostly the questionnaire survey is done 
by using house to house approach and distributing at crowded area like market area. 
To conduct the survey faster, two people that have experiences in doing this kind of 
survey were hired to help. In prior to doing the survey, two session of training were 
conducted. The first session is to explain the material in the questionnaire survey and 
question that might be asked during doing the real survey. The second session is a 
mock survey. Several people of about thirty years old are asked to answer the 
questionnaire survey. They asked many questions what they are not cleared about the 
question in the survey. After making sure that they understand about each question in 
the survey, the real survey has been launched. The survey has been done from June 
2, 2015 to June 12, 2015 (10 days). To determine the sample size, Yamane formula is 
used for the calculation. According to Yamane principle, 400 samples are needed for 
the population more than 100,000 to obtain the precision levels with confidence level 
95% and P=5%.  However, because of the unreliability and inconsistence of the answer 
of the respondents, some samples have to be cut off. The finalized sample that using 
for analyze is 300 samples (table 28). 58 percent of the respondents are female while 
42 percent are male. The majority of the respondent has age between 15 to 29 years 
old, accounting for 42 percent. 30-40 years old respondents are the second leading 
group as it consists of 33 percent. The respondent whose age is between 40-50 is 20 
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percent. The rest is the elder respondent whose age is 50-60+.  The simple descriptive 
analysis is deployed in this study.  
Table 28: Information of the Respondents 

Information Percentage 

Sex: 

Female 58% 

Male 42% 

Age: 

15-29 42% 

30-40 33% 

40-50 20% 

50-60+ 5% 

IV.4.1 Environmental Awareness 

 
Figure 38: Environmental Awareness 
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This question asks about how the respondents about what environmental impacts that 
they concern nowadays. Unsurprisingly, people seem to concern about temperature 
rise as nowadays it become a lot hotter comparing to about ten years before, rather 
than other environmental impacts. 66.7 percent of people totally agree that global 
warming is the most concerning problem. While 20 percent of respondents agree that 
the increase of the temperature is a problem. 12 percent is neutral toward temperature 
raising.  Less than 1 percent do not feel the urgency of the climate change effect to 
the environment as well as the society. Air pollution is also the environmental issue 
that the majority of people considers as the serious problem as well. 47.3 percent of 
overall respondent totally agree that it is the problem that should take an immediate 
action as the amount of transportation is rapidly increasing in Phnom Penh, and the 
air quality is not good for them and family. 25 percent agree that it is the problem but 
it is not as urgent to solve as the previous group. 11 percent of the people feel neutral 
towards air pollution issue, and 5 and 12 percent are disagree and totally disagree, 
respectively. For MSW issue is considered to be a serious issue amongst global warming 
and air pollution. 42 percent of the total respondents totally agree that MSW issue 
must be taken into consideration while 38 percent agree that it is the issue. 10 percent 
neutrally think that MSW is not a big problem. Only 9 percent and 1 percent disagree 
and totally disagree on MSW issue, respectively. Last but not least, it seem like Waste 
Water issue is the least concerned of the respondent. According to the questionnaire, 
only 19 percent totally agree on waste water issue. 25 percent agree, 17 percent is 
neutral, 23 percent disagree and 15 percent is totally agree. Looking to the chart, global 
warming or temperature rising is the issue that people concern the most. It also 
illustrates that people are well aware of the issues regarding MSW management.  
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IV.4.2 Issue of municipal Solid Waste Management 

 
Figure 39: Impacts that People Concern 

This question is to find out the issue occurred related to MSW management system 
concerning by people in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. According to the bar chart, it is 
illustrated that 30 percent of the respondents think that the smelling problem is the 
most important issue, will 10 percent think that landfill changing is the serious problem 
to consider. 44 percent stress on the illegal dumping as the most important issue. 16 
percent is considered city image as the most concerning factor. On contrary, 26 percent 
of the people think that smelling is the least important factor among the others. 
Landfill changing is considered least important by 39 percent of overall respondent. 
10 percent think that illegal dumping is not a problem occurring nowadays. 25 percent 
consider city image as least important issue. 18 percent think that smelling is important, 
while 20% think that Landfilling changing is important. Another 22 percent, believe 
that illegal dumping in the city is important while the last 39 percent categories the 
effect of the image of the city as the important factor among the others. Moreover, 26 
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illegal dumping is not so serious issue while the rest 20% thinks that the city image is 
not so important to take into consideration for the current municipal solid waste 
management. The chart demonstrates that illegal dumping and smelling are the most 
concerning issues that people in Phnom Penh municipality consider as serious 
problems. 

IV.4.3 Waste Separation 

 
Figure 40: Waste Separation 

Waste separation in Phnom Penh municipality is not generally practiced. The 
government seem not to be actively promote the waste separation method. This 
question aim to measure the percentage of people who separate their waste before 
discharge for collection and disposal to landfill. The pile chart above shown the result 
about the waste separation before discharging, or in other word, it is called at source 
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IV.4.4 Reasons of not separate waste 

 
Figure 41: Reason of Not Separation 

After knowing the amount of people who separate and not separate their waste before 
discharging, it is very important to know the root why people do not separate waste 
at source or home.  The main goal of this question is to find out the reason why people 
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do not separate into categories because wet waste is very difficult for them to do the 
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they are busy with their study or work, so they do not have time to do the separation. 
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as a result, they do not separate as well because even though they separate at their 
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government is able to find an effective method to deal with these roots, it is believed 
that the waste separation method will be able to be implemented in the system easily 
and successfully. 

IV.4.5 Recyclable Waste Management 

 
Figure 42: Recyclable Waste Management 
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IV.4.6 People Behavior toward Separation and Willingness to Pay 

 
Figure 43: Willingness to Separate and Pay more 

This section is to study about the people behavior and willingness of the people 
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fee varies according to the type of household and the area of the household. For the 
houses that do business or in the rich area, the service is higher than the common 
household. So this question is to ask whether people are willing to pay more in 
addition to their current paying or not. The amount of collection fee seem to be not 
well-defined. The collection fee of the same type of household might be varies. As a 
result, there are many people complain about this. The amount of pay more comes 
from the willingness of people without force. People can choose not to pay any more. 
After seeing the result shown above, it is optimistic that the implementation of the at 
source separation and other further treatment method are highly likely to be 
successful as people are willing to cooperate and pay more for a better improving of 
municipal solid waste management in Phnom Penh. 

 
The figure illustrates the percentage of the citizen agree to pay more to improve the 
current waste management system in the currency of USD. According to the figure, the 
citizens that are willing to pay more 1 USD have 95%, but citizens that are willing to 
pay more 9 USD have only 2 percent. The average that citizen agree to pay more is 
between 3 USD and 4 USD. This kind of information is very important for government 
or policy maker to improve the current waste management because we have the 
information of the willingness to pay of people. 
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IV.4.7 Choices of Separation 

 
Figure 45: The Choices of Separation Methods 
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Last but not least, this question is to investigate what is convenient and inconvenient 
of material separation that people prefer over another. The question is asked the 
respondents to choose the three separation ways that they think that they are 
convenient for them if the separation method are initiated to implement. The result 
shown that people think dry waste separation from the overall waste is convenient as 
almost 80 percent choose this way, and only less than 20 percent do not choose it as 
a convenient method. For wet waste separation, less than 20 percent of the people 
think that it is the convenient method while more than 80% do not choose it as a 
convenient waste to do. Similarly, separation food waste from other waste is not a 
convenient to separate for the people as well. It is because only about 20 percent 
consider it as a convenient separation while almost 80 percent categories it as an 
inconvenient method for separation. For sellable waste like aluminum cans, plastic 
bottle and so on, 75 percent of the answer obtained from the questionnaire shows 
that it is a good method while only 25 percent consider it as an inconvenient method. 
Similarly, paper waste separation method is also the convenient separation method 
for the vast majority of people as well. As shown in the graph, almost 80 percent of 
overall respondents choose the paper waste separation method as a convenient 
method for them. Only around 20% do not choose this method as a convenient one. 
The last method separation is plastic waste separation, more than 50 percent do not 
choose plastic waste as a convenient separation method while only 40 percent of the 
respondent choose this as a convenient method for them. 
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Recommendations  

This section provides recommendations to improve the current waste management 
system in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. There are recommendations given to the key 
stakeholders including the government officials, local governments, and citizens. 
 
As shown in the problem section, the problems that exist in the current existing 
municipal solid waste management system in Phnom Penh mainly is coming from the 
poor of collection efficiency of waste and the low environmental awareness of the 
citizens. As a result, to improve the current waste management, firstly and foremost it 
is essential to improve the waste collection efficiency and raise people awareness. 
 
Recommendations below are given based on the problems occurred in the current 
waste management system. 

1. Improve collection efficiency 
 Short-term plan 

o Government Role 
 The storage system should be provided to as many places as 

possible because it can reduce the illegal dumping. 

 The schedule and collection time should be professionally 
planed in advance. 

 Collection service should be provided to every places in the city 
by enhance the collection schedule. 

 At-source separation, which is proven to be the successful 
management system in many countries, should be initiated and 
implemented by government because it helps improve resource 
recovery, extend landfill life, and composting activities. 

 Public awareness about environment, especially solid waste 
issue, should be promoted through education and short-course 
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training. Consequently, public participation will be significantly 
increased. 

o People Role 
 Citizens should put waste in plastic bag, and put inside the 

waste container, avoiding putting outside the bin. 
 Prevent or reduce generating waste as much as possible. 
 Reuse or Recycle usable waste. 
 Try to separate waste in categories before disposal. 
 Illegal dumping or open burning is prohibited. 

 Long-term Plan 
o Government Role 
 Strict regulations and laws regarding illegal dumping should be 

established, monitored, and enforced. Stringent penalties must be 
enforced to those who violate the law. Provides incentives to those 
who did well to encourage other people to follow the good deed. 

 The budget should be sufficiently provided by the government to 
the municipality to improve a current waste management. 

 Improve and enlarge the infrastructure for the accessibility of the 
truck should be taken into consideration. 

 Support the studies and researches regarding environmental issue, 
especially waste management. 

o People Role 
 Teaching children about the importance of environment. 
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2. Raise People awareness 
People awareness is a key factor to improve the current waste management system, 
according to the questionnaire survey, people awareness seems to be still low. As a 
result, raising people awareness is very crucial before implementing a new system. 
Currently, the government also raise the environmental awareness through formal 
education. It means that in formal school curriculum includes the environmental study. 
But the curriculum seems to be not so effective because it includes in high school 
level. Moreover, students are also not interested and give no attention in those 
subjects. Sometimes, there is also a small group of people in the community try to 
promote people awareness regarding environment such as solid waste, waste water 
and forest. This campaign is in a small scale and lasts for several days only. It is 
normally ineffective. As a result, this section is to give the recommendations to raise 
people awareness. 

o Government Role 
 Include environmental education from primary school. Outside 

activities such as growing tree and trip should be implemented in 
the curriculum to make students interest in this subject. 

 Provide short courses in rural areas. 
 Promote environmental campaign in the communities. 
 Improve the research in environmental area especially solid waste, 

and publish it for people to easily access to the information. 
 Raise people awareness through media like television, radio, social 

network and so on. 
 Implement the community approach, people in the community 

educate each other about environmental matters. 
o People role 
 Participate in any activities such as campaign, training course and so 

on regarding environmental education. 
 Pay more attention to environmental issues occurring in the 

countries and the world by reading, watching or listening. 
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 Help educate and discuss with people in the same community 
about environmental issues. 

 
After solving problems that exist in the current municipal solid waste management, it 
is important to improve the whole system to reduce the greenhouse gas emission. 
According to the LCA result, landfill gas collection system reduces the GHG emission 
the most; but because installing landfill gas collection needs to close the old landfill 
and build the closed landfill, it is considered that landfill gas collection system is in 
the long-term timeframe.  
 
The recommendations below are given based on the result of the life cycle impact 
assessment in the short-term timeframe. 

3. Implement of Composting in the System 

Composting consists of many levels- from a household level to large-scale centralized 
level. For a large-scale centralized facilities need a wide geographic areas and need 
significant quantities of organic waste such as food waste. Neighborhood or 
community-level composting has many more benefits for example it improves the soil 
quality in the community, increase more job for locality. Moreover, if composting in 
neighborhood or communities succeed, it also reduce the amount of waste 
transported to the landfill. It means that it can reduce the garbage truck transportation 
hauling in the city. As a result, community-level composting is preferable over the 
large-scale centralized composting facilities. Composting can be achieved by: 
 Short-term plan 

o Government Role 
 Provide composting land in the communities. 
 Instruct local community to the concept of food waste separation. 
 Storage system of food waste should be provided to local resident. 
 Study and choose the appropriate composting method that 

appropriate in each community. 
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 Allows for the local or neighborhood level operation. 
 Promote local training, volunteering and employment opportunities. 

o People Role 
 Separate food waste from other waste before dispose for collection. 
 To improve the system, it need people involvement and financial 

support. 
 Educate children and other residents in the community about 

composting, how it is done and how to incorporate in the system. 
 Prepare the next generation for a full scale operation of composting. 

 Long-term Plan 
o Government Role  

 Increase the studies and researches in this area. 
 The budget should be provided sufficiently. 
 The role and responsibilities of each stakeholder such as ministry, 

local authority, collection service provider and community should 
be well defined and clearly allocated 

 Strict regulations and laws should be established, monitored, and 
enforced from the national to local level. Stringent penalties must 
be enforced to those who violate the law.  

o People Role 
 Voluntary approach by engaging in any environmental-related 

activities should be encouraged amongst the citizen. 
 Educating children and general public about environment issues. 

4. Implementation of Recycling 

The recycling system of waste is very important. Many countries around the world 
implement the recycling system because it can reduce the GHG emission from the 
substitution of the primary production of the raw materials. Moreover, it can preserve 
the raw material from depletion. For example, if the recycling of paper is implemented, 
it not only reduces the GHG emission from the paper disposal, but it also help preserve 
the tree from deforestation. However, the improper waste recycling poses a lot of 
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problems than dispose those waste in landfill. For example, the improper of plastic 
recycling and aluminum recycling. As a result, the government has to implement the 
proper recycling facility with the standard technology and operation. 
 Short-term plan 

o Government Role 
 The collection and storage system should be provided to as many 

places as possible because it can reduce the illegal dumping. 
 At-source separation, recyclable waste such as aluminum can, 

plastic bottle and so on must do the separation before collection 
and transfer to recycling facilities. 

 Public awareness about environment, especially solid waste issue, 
should be promoted through education and short-course training. 
Consequently, public participation will be significantly increased. 

 Seeking an international fund to improve the system. 
o People Role 
 Separate the recyclable waste from other wastes and dispose it 

according to the instruction of the government. 
 Cooperate and pay more to improve the system. 
 Help and educate the residents to do the proper separation 

 Long-term Plan 
o Government Role 
 Strict regulations and laws regarding illegal dumping should be 

established, monitored, and enforced. Stringent penalties must be 
enforced to those who violate the law.  

 The budget should be sufficiently provided by the government to 
the municipality to improve a current waste management. 

 Increase the studies and researches regarding environmental issue, 
especially waste management. 

o People Role 
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 Educate children about the importance of resource and 
environmental quality. 

 
The recommendations below are given based on the result of the life cycle impact 
assessment in the long-term timeframe. As it is obviously shown in the life cycle impact 
assessment result, the landfill gas collection system can reduce the greenhouse gas 
emission dramatically; but due to the fact that installing landfill gas collection 
equipment requires money, expert, and time, landfill gas collection system is classified 
in the long-term system that need to be implement to reduce the greenhouse gas 
emit to the atmosphere and the environment.   
 

5. Landfill Gas Collection  
 Short term plan 

o Government Role 
 Start studying about the different types of gas recovery system that 

is suitable for the site conditions. 
 Find the technical and financial support and fund from the 

international agency or cooperation. 
 Install the landfill gas system according to the budget available. 

o People Role 
 Separate waste in categories before disposal as quality of source 

separation affect the efficiency of gas collection. 
 Engage in any activities that relate to environment. 
 Willing to cooperate and pay more money according to the 

government instruction. 
 Long term Plan 

o Government Role 
 Improve the landfill gas recovery system efficiency. 
 Try to minimize the unnecessary spend by increasing the efficiency 

of the work. 
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 Consider generate electricity from waste as it can provide profit to 
reduce the financial burden for installation and maintenance. 

o People role 
 Try to increase the separation to many categories. 
 Educate the local communities and public about environmental 

issue. 
 
To ensure the success of the new system implementation, the engagement and 
involvement of people are very compulsory because only with the cooperation and 
willingness to separate waste before disposal for collection, the implementation of 
the new system to improve the current existing waste management is feasible. It is a 
common sense that to implement a new system, more budget are unavoidably 
needed to invest. The budget commonly come from the citizens, waste generators, to 
pay to improve the services of their waste disposal and management. According to the 
result of the survey study done above, people, positively, are willing to separate waste 
before disposal for collection, and they are willing to pay more in order to improve 
the current waste management. As a result, it is highly likely that the implementation 
of the recommended scenario is a success if the government or the policy maker make 
a decision to implement the above recommendations to improve the municipal solid 
waste management system in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.  
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Conclusion 

This section is to give the conclusion of this research study. This study is to apply the 
life cycle impact assessment method to improve the current municipal waste 
management system in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Furthermore, questionnaire survey 
has been employed in this study to do the assessment in order to improve the current 
system from social perspective. Last but not least, recommendations as well as 
management strategies to improve the system are also presented. The  key finding of 
this research is as below: 

VI.1 Current Existing Waste Management System: 

There is no storage system for the residents to store their waste. The waste is placed 
in front of the house waiting for collection. Because the collection service is not 
regularly provided, the free space area becomes the disposal point as people do not 
want to keep waste in their houses. The collection service is provided regularly to 
commercial or highly visible area. Waste collected is transported to the landfill, which 
approximately located 16 km from the central city. Almost all kinds of waste are seen 
transferred to the landfill without pretreatment and post treatment. There is currently 
no formal separation and recycling method. 

VI.2 Existing Problems 

There are a lot of problems existing in the current waste management system. First of 
all, the collection service efficiency is still low. Service is not provided regularly. Second, 
illegal dumping is still seen practicing in the city. Waste that clogs the drainage system 
is one of the factors that causes the floor when there is the heavy rain. Third, the level 
that people care or concern about the environment is still low. People has the idea 
of “no waste in my backyard”. They do not want to see waste in their sight, so they 
just dispose waste everywhere as long as it is out of their sight, out of their houses. 
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VI.3 Life Cycle Impact Assessment: 

Life cycle assessment illustrates that the current waste management system has a lot 
of environmental impact, in terms of greenhouse gas emission, rather than the other 
waste management scenarios. The current waste management emit the GHG gas 
412,785 ton CO2 eq. for the waste disposed in 2009. The analysis is obviously shown 
that the GHG emission will be dramatically reduced to only 234,429 ton of CO2 eq. if 
we do the 50% composting while it slightly reduces to 382,161 ton CO2e.if we 
implement the 20% of material recover. If we take the benefit of the composting 
combining with the material recovery, the trend will be continuously decreased to 
only 203,806 tons of CO2e. in the same timeframe. To make it useful for the policy 
maker or decision maker, the estimation of the GHG emission in 2009 projected until 
2030 is shown afterward. It is clearly shown that composting combine with material 
recovery is the best strategies because it can reduce the GHG emission from 15,750,677 
ton CO2 eq. to only 7,755,121 ton CO2e. The 50% composting of food waste comes to 
the second place because it reduces the GHG emission to only 8,926,798 ton CO2e. It 
is worth to notice that the gas collection system plays an important role in reducing 
the GHG emission in the system. According to the result, in can reduce the GHG to 
11,180,713 ton CO2e. and 10,19,100 ton CO2e. if we install the 50% and 70% of 
efficiency respectively. It is worth to mention that all of the scenario is benefit to the 
environment except for the changes of waste composition in the future. If the paper 
composition increases, the GHG emission will be increase from 15,750,677 ton CO2e. to 
18,983,452 ton CO2e. 

VI.4 Questionnaire Survey 

Behavior study results illustrate that the majority of people concerns about the 
temperature rising of the globe. People also show the concern about the waste 
management problems occurring in Phnom Penh as well. According to survey, the 
majority of do not separate waste before disposal, The reason why they do not 
separate is because they think that waste is smelly and dirty, some people say that 
they are busy while the other mention that separation of waste is no use as they will 
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be mixed up in the end. But fortunately, the majority of people are willing to do the 
separation if the government instruct them to, and they are willing to pay more to 
improve the current waste management. 

VI.5 Recommendations 

 Promote waste collection efficiency by: 

 The technical arrangement such as storage, collection, transport and disposal 
need to be improved by improve the waste collection efficiency. 

 The schedule and collection time should be professionally planed in advance. 

 At-source separation, which is proven to be the successful management system 
in many countries, should be initiated and implemented because it helps 
improve resource recovery, extend landfill life, and composting activities. 

 Implement Composting because it reduces GHG by: 

 Installing the composting facility for community. 

 Separate collection and transport the food waste to composting facility. 

 Storage system of food waste should be provided to local resident. 
 Implementing Waste Recycling by: 

 Material recovery should be implemented because it not only reduces the GHG 
emission, but also makes profit. 

 At-source separation, recyclable waste such as aluminum can, plastic bottle 
and so on must do the separation before collection. 

 Strict regulations and laws should be established, monitored, and enforced 
from the national to local level. Penalties must be put to those who violate. 

 Landfill gas collection should be installed by: 

 Government should consider installing the landfill gas collection in the long-
term goal. Study about landfill gas collection system should be initiated from 
now on. 

 Start studying about the different types of gas recovery system that is suitable 
for the site conditions. 
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 Find the technical and financial support from the international agency or 
cooperation. 

 Install the landfill gas system according to the budget available 
 

Last but not least,   this study only focuses on the environmental impacts of each 
system. Environmental impact is only one criterion to decide to implement a new 
system. From the point of view of the decision makers, economic side is very crucial 
in order to decide whether to implement the new system or not. As a result, I would 
recommend to do a further study about the cost and benefit of each new system. For 
example, this study finds the amount of methane emission from landfill. We can 
further our research study on how much the electricity can be generated from these 
amount of methane emission. Besides environmental impacts, economic return, 
investments, cost and benefits should take into account as well before decide to 
implement a new system to improve the current existing waste management system 
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Questionnaire in English (Translated) 

Section I: Respondent Background 

1. Your age : ___________ years old 
 
2. Your Sex :  

 (a). Male (b). Female           
 
3. Your address: District  ___________________ 

 
4. Your profession: 

 (a). Housewife (b). Do Business 
 (c). Government officer (d). Unemployed   
 (e). Student (f). Other _________________ 
 
5. Your Income per month: 

 (a). less than 200 $ (USD) (b). 200$-400$ 
 (c). 400$-600$ (d). more than 600$ 
 
6. Your education level: 

 (a). Uneducated (b). Primary School 
 (c).Secondary School  (d). High School  
 (e).Bachelor Degree (f). Master Degree 
 (g). Doctor of Philosophy 
 
7. Number of family member in your house: ___________ people 
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8. Kind of House you are living in: 
(a). Condominium (b). Villa 
(c). Flat (d). House 
(e). Rent Room (f). others _____________ 

Section 2: Knowledge Regarding Environmental issue 

9. Do you agree or disagree that the issues mentioned below are the problems 
that occur in the society. 

Issues Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Total disagree 

Waste water      

Air pollution      

Global warming      

Solid waste      

 

10. What kind of problems of waste management are you aware of? Please rank 
from 1-4 ( 1 the most problematic one) 

Problems Odor Landfill life Illegal dumping City Image 

Order     

Section 3: Current Waste Management 

11. How often (times) do you discharge your waste per week? 
 (a). 1 time (b). 2 times 
 (c).  3 times (d). 4 times 
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 (e). 5 times (f). ………………… times 
 
12. Suppose you use waste container as below (Height=28cm, Width=26cm, 

Depth=26cm), Can you estimate how many bags you discharge per time? 
 (a). 1 bag (b). 2 bags 
 (c). 3 bags (d). ___ bags 

 
 
13.  Do you separate waste into different bag before discharging? 

 (a). yes (b). sometimes 
 (c). no 

 
14. In case you do not separate waste, please give the reasons. 

 (a). I am very busy. 
 (b). It is dirty and smelly. 
 (c). I do not think it is useful to separate waste before discharging. 
 (d). Even I separate my waste, the waste will be mixed at when collection. 
 (e). The waste is wet, it is not easy to separate. 
 (f). others:__________________________ 
 
15.  How do you manage recyclable waste like aluminum can, plastic bottle? 

 (a). Reuse ( use again after it has been used) 
 (b). Recycle ( change waste to new product and use it) 
 (c). Sell for profit. 
 (d). other:_____________________________ 
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16. You pay the fee of waste management: 
 (a). Never pay (b). Every month 
 (c). Every 6 months (d). Every years 
 
17. How much you pay per month? 

 (a). 1 usd per month (b). 2 usd per month 
 (c). 3 usd per month (e). 4 usd per month 
 (f). others:_________________ 
 
18.  Do you satisfy with the current waste management system? 

 (a). Yes, I like 
 (b). neutral 
 (c). No, I don’t like. Reason:_____________________________________________ 
19. Please rank top 3 of waste that you separate and recycle: 

Materials Recycle Waste 

Aluminum Can  

Plastic bottle  

Paper  

Glass  

plastic bag  

other plastic  

 
20.  What do you think the convenient way to sell recycled waste: 

 (a). Go to recycling shop 
 (b)Drop off at convenient store at your district 
 (c). Pickup by municipality service 
 (d). others:________________ 
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Section 4: Potential Future Improvement 
 
In Phnom Penh, approximately 14 million tons of municipal solid waste have been 
generated every day. Almost all waste are directly transferred to the landfill without 
standard management. There is only one landfill site that is in operation nowadays. If 
the trend of waste generation is keeping going on without any proper measurements 
or actions taken. Solid waste issue will be more problematic. First example is the need 
of change of landfill site. The current landfill will be full soon, and the new one will 
be found and replaced. The second problem is the effect to the environment as well 
as the human health. According to many studies, at-source separation is the best 
management system that is popularly practiced in many developed countries that has 
a successful solid waste management system because it not only benefits to 
environment, but also the economic as well. It helps extend the landfill life. Moreover, 
it also helps reduce the price of waste treatment. More importantly, it can also make 
a profit from selling the recyclable waste. After getting the profit from this system, it 
will help reduce the service tax that you and your next generations have to pay in the 
long-term basis. But in order to achieve the success of this system implementation, it 
needs to invest a lot of money. Citizens’ involvement to pay more is very crucial. If 
citizens do not take part in this process, the government will use national budget for 
developing the country like school, road, building construction if necessary. Otherwise, 
there is no improvement occurred.  
 
 Please take everything into consideration and answer the questions below: 
 
21. Are you willing to cooperate in separate your waste before discharging?  

(a). Yes, I am happy to cooperate 
 (b). No. please give reason:________________________________________  
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22. Are you willing to pay more to improve the current waste management?  
 (a). yes, I wish to pay 
 (b). No, I do not. Reason: ___________________________________________. 
 
23. What is the maximum fee that you are willing to pay? 

1 USD 1.5 USD 2 USD 2.5 USD 

3 USD 3.5 USD 4 USD 4.5 USD 

5 USD 5.5 USD 6 USD 6.5 USD 

7 USD 7.5 USD 8 USD 8.5 USD 

9 USD 9.5 USD 10 USD 10.5 USD 

11 USD 11.5 USD 12 USD 12.5 USD 

13 USD 13.5 USD 14 USD 14.5 USD 

15 USD 15.5 USD 16 USD ……….. USD 

  
24. Ranking the type of waste do you prefer to separate from 1-4. ( 1 is best) 

 
Type of Waste Ranking 

a. Dry Waste  

b. Wet Waste  
c. Food Waste  

d. Sellable Waste  
e. Paper  

f. Plastic  
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25.  Please provide comments or Suggestions on how to improve Municipal Solid 
Waste Management in Phnom Penh.  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire Survey in Khmer 

ប្រវត្តិរូរសង្ខរ 

១. អាយុ_______ឆ្ន ាំ 

២. ភេទ: ក. ប្រុស   ខ. ប្សី 

៣. អាស័យដ្ឋា ន: ខណ័្ឌ :______________ 

៤. មុខរររររស់អ្នក 

ក. ភមផ្ទះ                                             ខ.ប្រករអាជីវកមម 

គ. ភ្វើការរាជកា                                    ឃ. សិសសនសិសតិ្ 

ង្.មនិមានការងារ                                  ច. ភផ្សង្ៗ 

៥. ប្ាកច់ាំនូលប្រចាំខខ 

ក. ត្ិចជាង្ ២០០ដុល្លា រ                        ខ. ២០០-៤០០ដុល្លា រ 

គ. ៤០០-៦០០ដុល្លា រ                           ឃ. ភប្ចើនជាង្៦០០ដុល្លា រ 

៦. កាំរតិ្វរប្មរ៌រស់អ្នក 

ក. មនិានចូលភរៀន                               ខ. រឋមសិកា 

ឃ. ម្យមសិការឋមេមូ(ិថ្នន កទ់៩ី)           ង្. ម្យមសិកាទុត្ិយេមូ(ិថ្នន កទ់១ី២) 

ច. ររញិ្ញា រប័្ត្                                       ឆ. អ្នុរណ្ឌិ ត្-រណ្ឌិ ត្ 

៧. ចាំនួនសមាជិកកនុង្ប្គសួារ: ____________នាក ់

៨. ប្រភេទលាំភៅដ្ឋា ន 

ក. ខុនដូ                                              ខ. ផ្ទះខលវង្ 

គ. ផ្ទះវឡីា                                           ឃ. ផ្ទះជួល 

ង្. រនទរជ់ួល                                        ច. ភផ្សង្ៗ:___________________ 
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II. ចាំភណ្ះដឹង្ទូភៅទាកទ់ង្រញ្ញា ររសិាា ន 

៩. ភត្ើអ្នកយល់ប្សរឬមនិយល់ប្សរចាំភ ះរញ្ញា ររសិាា នដូចខាង្ភប្កាម: 

រញ្ញា ររសិាា ន យល់ប្សរ
ខាា ាំង្ 

យល់ប្សរ ្មមតា មនិយល់
ប្សរ 

មនិយល់ប្សរ
ខាា ាំង្ 

ទឹកកខវក ់      
ខយល់ពុល      
ការភ ើង្កម ្

ភៅ 
     

សាំរាម      
១០. រញ្ញា សាំណ្ល់រងឹ្(សាំរាម)ខដលអ្នកប្ជារ សូមភរៀរលាំដ្ឋរព់ ី១ដល់៤ ( ១ មានរញ្ញា រាំផុ្ត្ ) 

រញ្ញា  រញ្ញា កានិ ការផ្លា ស់រតូរទី
ល្លនភចល
សាំរាម 

ការភចលសាំរាម
គ្មម នសណ្តត រ់

ធ្នន រ ់

រ ះ ល់សាំរស់ទី
ប្កុង្ 

ភលខលាំដ្ឋរ ់     

III. ការប្គរប់្គង្សាំរាមនាភពលរចចុរបនន  

១១. ភត្ើអ្នកភាះភចលសាំរាមរ ុនាម នដង្កនុង្មយួសាត ហ៍ 

ក. ១ ដង្ ខ. ២ ដង្ 

គ. ៣ ដង្ ឃ. ៤ ដង្ 

ង្. ៥ ដង្ ច.  ______ដង្ 

១២. ភត្ើអ្នកភាះភចលសាំរាមរ ុនាម នថង្ក់នុង្មយួសាត ហ៍(្ុង្ដូចររូ កាំពស់
២៨សម មុខកាត្២់៦សម) 

ក. ១ថង្ ់ ខ. ២ថង្ ់

គ. ៣ថង្ ់ ឃ. _______ថង្ ់
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១៣. ភត្ើអ្នកខែកសាំរាមភៅតាមប្រភេទមុនភពលភាះភចលខដរឬភទ 

ក. ខែក ខ. មនិខែក   

១៤. ប្រសិនភរើមនិខែកសូមជួយ ផ្តល់ភហតុ្ផ្លខដលអ្នកមនិខែក 

ក. រវល់ ខ. កាិនមនិលអនិង្កខវក ់

គ. សាំរាមភសើមពិាកខែក ឃ. ជាទូភៅគ្មម នអ្នកខែក 

ង្. គ្មម នអ្ត្ាប្រភោជនន៍ងិ្មនិដឹង្ខែកភ្វើអ្វ ី ច.ភផ្ស
ង្ៗ____________________________________ 

១៥. ភត្ើអ្នកប្គរប់្គង្ដូចភមតចភៅភលើសាំរាមដូចជាសាំរកកាំរ ុង្អាលុយមែី ូ ម សាំរកដរាា សទិច 
។ល។  

ក. ភប្រើប្ាស់ភ ើង្វែិ ខ. ខកច្ចនភហើយភប្រើប្ាស់ភ ើង្វែិ 

គ. យកភៅលក ់ ឃ. ភផ្សង្ៗ________________ 

១៦. ភត្ើអ្នករង្ច់្ថាភសវាកមមប្រមូលសាំរាមោ ង្ដូចភមតច 

ក. មនិខដលរង្ ់ ខ. រង្ភ់រៀង្រាល់ខខ 

គ. រង្ភ់រៀង្រាល់៦ខខ ឃ. រង្ភ់រៀង្រាល់ឆ្ន ាំ 

១៧. ភត្ើអ្នករង្ច់្ថាភសវាកមមប្រមូលសាំរាមរ ុនាម នកនុង្១ខខ 

ក. ១ដុល្លា រ ខ. ២ដុល្លា រ 

គ. ៣ដុល្លា រ ឃ. ៤ដុល្លា រ 

ង្. ៥ដុល្លា រ ច. _________ដុល្លា រ 
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១៨. ភត្ើអ្នកភពែចិត្តនឹង្ការប្គរប់្គង្សាំរាមភពលរចចុរបននខដរឬភទ 

ក. ភពែចិត្ត 

ខ. ្មមតា 

គ. មនិភពែចិត្ត។ មូល
ភហតុ្:________________________________________________________ 

១៩. សូមភរៀរតាមលាំដ្ឋរខ់ពស់មកទារចាំនួនរ(ី១ខពស់រាំផុ្ត្)ច្នវត្ាុធ្នតុ្ខដលអ្នកខែកនងិ្ភប្រើប្ាស់
ភ ើង្វែិ 

វត្ាុធ្នតុ្ខដលអាចយកមកភប្រើប្ាស់មតង្ភទៀត្
ាន 

ភលខលាំដ្ឋរ ់

សាំរកកាំរ ងុ្អាលុយមែី ូ ម  

សាំរកដរាា សទិច  

ប្កដ្ឋស  

ខកវ  

ថង្ា់ា សទិច  

ាា សទិចភផ្សង្ៗ  

២០. ភត្ើមភ្ោាយណ្តមយួកនុង្ចាំភណ្តមមភ្ោាយខាង្ភប្កាមខដលអ្នកយល់ថ្នងាយប្សួលកនុង្
ការលកស់ាំរកកាំរ ងុ្និង្សាំរកដរ 

ក. យកភៅលកភ់ៅផ្ារ 

ខ. មានមនុសសមកទិែដល់ផ្ទះ(ភអ្ត្ចយ) 

គ. អ្នកប្រមូលសាំរាមមកយក 

ឃ. យកភៅភចលភៅតាមផ្ារទាំភនើរ 
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IV. ការភ្វើឲ្យប្រភសើរភ ើង្នាភពលអ្នាគត្ 

ភៅទីប្កុង្េនាំភពែសាំរាមប្រជុាំជនប្រមាណ្១៤ល្លនភតានប្តូ្វានរភង្តើត្ជាភរៀង្រាល់ច្ថៃ។ 
សាំរាមភសទើរខត្ទាាំង្អ្ស់ប្តូ្វានរញ្ចូ នយកភៅភចលភៅទីល្លនភចលសាំរាមភដ្ឋយគ្មម នវធិ្នន
ការប្គរប់្គង្តាមខររមាប្ត្ដ្ឋា ន។ ភៅទីប្កុង្េនាំភពែទីល្លនភចលសាំរាមខដលដ្ឋកឲ់្យដាំភណ្ើ រ
ការសពវច្ថៃមានខត្មយួរ ុភណ្តណ ះ។ ប្រសិនភរើសាំរាមភៅខត្រនតរភកើនភ ើង្ភដ្ឋយគ្មម នវធិ្ននការ
ទរស់ាា ត្និ់ង្ភដ្ឋះប្សាយ រញ្ញា សាំណ្ល់រងឹ្នឹង្កាា យជារញ្ញា កានខ់ត្សមុប្គសាម ែនិង្ពិាក
ភដ្ឋះប្សាយភៅច្ថៃអ្នាគត្ដូចជាការផ្លា ស់រតូរទីល្លនភចលសាំរាមថមីជាែឹកញារខ់ដលប្តូ្វ
ការដីទាំភនរដ៏្ ាំ។ វាមានការរ ះ ល់ជាភប្ចើនដល់ប្រជាពលរដាខដលរស់ភៅខកបរភនាះ ភលើស
ពីភនះភៅភទៀត្ការភកើនភ ើង្ច្នសាំណ្ល់រងឹ្ដភ៏លើសលរភ់នះរង្ារផ្លរ ះ ល់ជាភប្ចើនដល់រ
រសិាា នកដូ៏ចជាសុខភាពប្រជាជនទាាំង្អ្ស់។ ភោង្តាមការសិកាប្សាវប្ជាវជាភប្ចើនាន
រងាា ែថ្នការខែកសាំរាមភៅតាមភគហដ្ឋា ន (At-source Separation) ជាការប្គរប់្គង្ដ៏
មានប្រសិទធិភាពនិង្ភជាគជយ័រាំផុ្ត្ខដលប្តូ្វានប្រភទសអ្េវិឌ្ឍនជ៍ាភប្ចើនភៅភលើសកល
ភល្លកកាំពុង្អ្នុវត្តន។៍ វាមនិប្តឹ្មខត្ផ្តល់អ្ត្ាប្រភោជនដ៍ល់ររសិាា នរ ុភណ្តណ ះភទ ខត្កផ៏្តល់អ្ត្ា
ប្រភោជនដ៍ល់ភសដាកិចចផ្ង្ខដរ វាជួយ ពនោរអាយុកាលទីល្លនភចលសាំរាម ប្ពមទាាំង្កាត្់
រនាយការចាំនាយភលើការចត្ក់ារសាំរាម (Waste treatment)។ ភលើសពីភនះភៅភទៀត្ភនាះវា
កអ៏ាចរភង្ាើត្ប្ាកច់ាំណូ្លពីការលកស់ាំណ្ល់ខដលអាចខកច្ឆនភ ើង្វែិាន( Recyclable 
Waste) ដូចជាសាំរកកាំរ ុង្ សាំរកដរ ប្កដ្ឋស ។ល។ អ្វីខដលសាំខានរ់ាំផុ្ត្រនាទ រពី់ាន
ចាំណូ្ល វាកអ៏ាចជួយ កាត្រ់នាយពនធអាករនិង្ច្ថាភសវាកមមភផ្សង្ៗខដលអ្នកនិង្កូនភៅអ្នកប្តូ្វ
រង្ភ់ៅច្ថៃអ្នាគត្ភៅរយះភពលខវង្។ 

រ ុខនតភដើមបទីទលួាននូវអ្វីដូចខដលានភរៀររារខ់ាង្ភលើប្តូ្វការចាំណ្តយថវកិាររខនាម ខដល
ថវកិារទាាំង្ភនាះានមកពីការយល់ប្ពមរង្រ់ខនាមពីសាំណ្តកអ់្នកខដលរភង្ាើត្សាំរាម ដូច កយ
មយួភ លថ្ន “អ្នកភចលសាំរាមជាអ្នកចយ”  

ដូចខដលានអ្្ិរាយខាង្ភលើ សូមពិចរណ្តភហើយភឆាើយសាំណួ្រដូចខាង្ភប្កាម : 
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២១. ភត្ើអ្នកសម័ប្គចតិ្តនឹង្ខែកសាំរាមភៅតាមប្រភេទខដរឬភទប្រសិនភរើមានការខណ្នាាំឲ្យខែកសាំរាម
ពីសាំណ្តករ់ាជរដ្ឋា េាិល 

ក. សម័ប្គចិត្តនិង្ភពែចិត្តខែក 

ខ. នឹង្មនិខែក មូល
ភហតុ្:_________________________________________________________ 

២២. ភត្ើអ្នកយល់ប្សរកនុង្ការរង្ច់្ថាភសវាកមមរខនាមភដើមបទីទួលានការប្គរប់្គង្ប្រករភដ្ឋយនិរនតរ
ភាពឬភទ? (រាជរដ្ឋា េាិលអាចនឹង្យកថវកិារសប្មារអ់្េវិឌ្ឍនដូ៍ចជាសាង្សង្ស់ាល្លនិង្ផ្ាូវថនល់
មកភប្រើប្ាស់ជាំនួសកនុង្ករណី្ប្រសិនភរើអ្នកមនិយល់ប្ពម)  

ក. ភពែចិត្តនឹង្រង្រ់ខនាមច្ថាភសវាកមម 

ខ. នឹង្មនិប្ពមរង្រ់ខនាម មូល
ភហតុ្:_______________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

២៣. ភត្ើត្ច្មាអ្ត្ិរបរមា(ត្ច្មាខពស់រាំផុ្ត្)ខដលអ្នកយល់ប្ពមរង្ច់្ថាភសវាកមមគឺរ ុនាម ន? 

១ ដុល្លា រ ១.៥ ដុល្លា រ ២ ដុល្លា រ ២.៥ ដុល្លា រ ៣ ដុល្លា រ ៣.៥ ដុល្លា រ 

៤ ដុល្លា រ ៤.៥ ដុល្លា រ ៥ ដុល្លា រ ៥.៥ ដុល្លា រ ៦ ដុល្លា រ ៦.៥ ដុល្លា រ 

៧ ដុល្លា រ ៧.៥ ដុល្លា រ ៨ ដុល្លា រ ៨.៥ ដុល្លា រ ៩ ដុល្លា រ ៩.៥ ដុល្លា រ 

១០ដុល្លា រ ១០.៥ដុល្លា រ ១១ដុល្លា រ ១១.៥ដុល្លា រ ១២ដុល្លា រ ១២.៥ដុល្លា រ 

១៣ ដុល្លា រ ១៣.៥ 
ដុល្លា រ 

១៤ ដុល្លា រ ១៤.៥ ដុល្លា រ ១៥ ដុល្លា រ ១៥.៥ ដុល្លា រ 

១៦ ដុល្លា រ ១៦.៥ ដុល្លា រ ១៧ ដុល្លា រ ១៧.៥ 
ដុល្លា រ 

១៨ ដុល្លា រ ………….
ដុល្លា រ 
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២៤. សាំរាមរីប្រភេទ ខដលអ្នកគិត្ថ្នងាយប្សួលកនុង្ការខែកគ ឺ

ប្រភេទសាំរាម ភលខលាំដ្ឋរ ់

សាំរាមសៃួត្  

សាំរាមភសើម  

សាំរាមផ្ទះាយ  

សាំរាមលកា់ន (កាំរ ុង្ ដរ។ល។)  

ប្កដ្ឋស  

ាា សទិច  

២៥. សូមផ្តល់ជាមត្កិដូ៏ចជាភោរលភដើមបទីទួលានការប្គរប់្គង្សាំរាមសាំណ្ល់រងឹ្ភៅរាជធ្ននី
េនាំភពែកានខ់ត្ ប្រភសើរភ ើង្និង្ប្រករភដ្ឋយនិរនតរភាព: 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 
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